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Biographical Information 

 William Peters Latham was a composer and music educator. He was born in 

Shreveport, Louisiana, July 4, 1917, and died in Denton, Texas on February 24, 2004. 

His formal training includes trumpet study at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music from 

1936-1938, and a B.S. degree in music education from the University of Cincinnati in 

1938. He continued his education at the College of Music in Cincinnati, earning a B.M. 

in 1940, and a M.M. in 1941. In 1951 he was awarded a Ph.D. in music composition from 

the Eastman School of Music of the University of Rochester, New York, where his 

principal instructors of composition were Howard Hanson and Eugene Goossens.  

 During World War II, he served in the United States Army as a cavalry bandsman 

and later as an infantry platoon leader, active in German combat action during 1945. 

After the war he accepted his first teaching position at the University of Northern Iowa, 

then Iowa State Teachers College, in Cedar Falls, Iowa. He taught theory and 

composition there from 1946-1965, attaining the rank of Professor in 1959. In 1965 he 

joined the faculty of the College of Music at the University of North Texas, as professor 

of music and coordinator of music composition. In 1969 he assumed the duties of director 

of graduate studies in music, and was promoted to Distinguished Professor of Music1 in 

1978. He retired in 1984, and was formally designated Professor Emeritus in November 

of that year. 

 His awards include a First Prize, graduate division, National Composition Contest 

of Phi Mu Alpha, 1959, and an ASCAP Award in 1951. He was commissioned to write 

works for Francois Daneels, Sigurd Rasher, Morris Moore, Larry Waltz, the State 

College of Iowa, Iowa State Teachers College (now U.N.I), Palatine High School, the 

Woodrow Wilson School, Ingraham High School, Loyola University, the Sherman Texas 

Symphony, North Texas State University, the Texas Junior College Teacher Association, 

the International Clarinet Society, American Airlines, the Cincinnati Dance Guild, the 

Lake Texoma Band Camp, Gunn Junior High School, the Northern Plains Tri-State 

Festival, Ashland College, Kappa Kappa Psi, the University of North Dakota, the Mid-

American Intercollegiate Band, and Louisiana State University. His Brighton Beach 

                                                
1 This is U.N.T.’s highest rank, and only seven other faculty members had received this distinction at the 
time. 
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March (1954) and Proud Heritage March (1955) were listed in the 100 Most Popular 

Marches in a survey of 1,000 band directors made by Instrumentalist Magazine in 1960, 

1964, 1970 and 1976. A quick search of biographical listings for Dr. William P. Latham 

includes: Baker’s Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, ASCAP Biographical 

Dictionary, Who’s Who in America, Who’s Who in American Education, The World’s 

Who’s Who of Musicians (England), The Dictionary of International Biography 

(London), The Blue Book of Leaders of the English-Speaking World (London), Men of 

Achievement (Cambridge), The Biographical Dictionary of American Composers, 

Contemporary Musicians, Outstanding Educators of America, and The Heritage 

Encyclopedia of Band Music (1991). 

 Latham is mainly remembered for excellent compositions of sacred choral works 

and concert band music. His writing for band is characterized by a use of modern 

compositional techniques, as demonstrated in his work Dodecaphonic and more 

impressively in his piece Fusion, which was Latham’s attempt to musically represent 

atomic fusion through an intellectual application of asymmetrical rhythms. Under the 

baton of such well-known conductors as Eugene Goossens, Howard Hanson, Thor 

Johnson, Anshel Brusilow, John Giordano, and Walter Susskind , the Cincinnati 

Symphony, the Eastman-Rochester Philharmonic, the Dallas Symphony, the St. Louis 

Symphony, and the Radio Orchestras in Brussels, Belgium and Hilversum, Holland, have 

performed Latham’s orchestral works. Carol Latham published the index of his collected 

works in Denton, Texas, in 1992, 1995, and 2000. In total William Latham composed 

118 works; 62 of them were published and 56 remain in manuscript; all have been 

performed. 

 As an author Latham wrote an interesting article that provides some insight into 

his thoughts on music and composition. The title is Order and Freedom: The Composer’s 

Dilemma, wherein his premise is, “…there is no single, direct road, but rather a maze of 

interesting paths and byways to be explored by the listener, the performer, and the 

composer of today.”2  Quickly he postulates and then attempts to answer the question, 

“How does (a composer) balance the longing for order with an equally impelling urge to 
                                                
2 Latham, William P. “Order and Freedom: The Composer’s Dilemma.”  The College Music Society 
Symposium, Vol. 24/2, 1984. 
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be creatively free?”  His answer is derived through an observation composers of the 

1960’s and 1970’s as they strive to achieve balance between ‘order and freedom’ in their 

own compositions. He gives George Rochberg’s Music for the Magic Theater (1965), 

George Crumb’s Five Easy Pieces for Piano (1962), and Witold Lutoslawski’s Symphony 

No. 2 (1966-67), and his own Dilemmae (1973), as examples of differing attempts to 

achieve such a balance. The article briefly touches on serialism, aleatory music, 

creativity, composition, and contemporary music, and makes reference to or actually 

quotes such notable contemporary composers as John Cage, Pierre Boulez, Karlheinz 

Stockhausen, Abraham Maslow, Reginald Smith Brindle, and William Fortner. 

 

 

The Myth of Sisyphus 

 Sisyphus was a character from Greek mythology who angered the gods with his 

extraordinary wisdom. As punishment, he was sentenced to be blinded and to perpetually 

roll a giant boulder up a mountain to the peak, only to have it inevitably roll back down 

the mountain into the valley.  

 The Myth of Sisyphus by Albert Camus, first published in France in 1942. Camus 

was an existentialist writer known for his rebuttal of free will. In his book, Sisyphus 

becomes a metaphor for life itself, and represents a concept of absurdity, that all human 

lives are meaningless and have no value other than that which we create for ourselves. 

Accepting this futile state, a question then remains whether suicide is the only alternative. 

Camus asserts his concept of the absurd man, as the man that is “constantly conscious of 

the futility of life.”  Futility, he maintains, is the only alternative to an unjustified leap of 

faith - the basis for all religions, or the search for truth, the dogma of which, science will 

continually repudiate. In the eyes of Camus, Sisyphus is the ultimate absurd hero, though 

he receives satisfaction every time the boulder reaches the top of the mountain. Even 

though he is blind, Sisyphus knows that the view from the peak is wonderful, and it is 

this contentment that makes suicide unwarranted. The metaphor is that we must live our 

live in endless and pointless toil, working in boring, repetitive, and unfulfilling jobs, but 

that there is the comfort in knowing we are not alone, and in the satisfaction of a work 

well done. 
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Sisyphus 1971 

 Latham’s Sisyphus 1971 is a seven-minute chamber work for alto saxophone and 

piano. It was commissioned by Francois Daneels, professor of saxophone at the Royal 

Conservatory of Music in Brussels, was copyrighted and edited in 1971, and is currently 

available from publisher Gèrard Billaudot, in Paris, France.  

 Speculation about the creation of the piece is unnecessary. Before the work was 

even brought to publication Latham gave a detailed explanation of the genesis for this 

work (recounted here in full). According to Latham,3 

 

Sisyphus 1971 happened like this:  A few years ago, I wrote a piece 
for John Giordano called Concertino for Alto Saxophone and 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble. Of course, I like his sound, but with 
John, I must admit that the fact that he is always being asked to 
perform in interesting places - like London, Brussels, Chicago - 
makes it even more compelling to write for him. Anyway, he sent 
Concertino to Francois Daneels, with whom he had studied at the 
Royal Conservatory in Brussels. Last winter, Daneels made an 
American tour with his (saxophone) quartet, and when I met him, 
he asked me to write a piece to be used as the required work in the 
annual “Concours” at the “Conservatoire” in Brussels.  It was 
a pretty hard piece to write. It had to be for saxophone with piano 
accompaniment only. (Most of my recent works are for 
instrumental and/or choral groups and rely a good deal on linear 
counterpoint, which isn’t too effective on piano.)  It had to be 
“bien difficile, mais pas trop difficile,” that is, good and hard but 
not impossible. It had to be “bien moderne, mais pas d’avant 
garde” which I took to mean would rule out extensive aleatoric 
passages, “new” notation, key-snapping, blowing hot air through 
the horn, etc. And I didn’t have much time to finish it either. 
 I first figured out a rather comprehensive system of pitch 
organization which would permit some good sonorities in the 
piano, along with expanded melodic lines and virtuoso passages of 
the kind which the saxophone can execute so well. While 
painstakingly working this all out, it occurred to me that since it 
was a contest piece, somebody would have to go through the same 
laborious process every year - getting the ideas for the piece 
together, copying, hurrying to meet the deadline - and that all the 
contestants and the judges and the accompanists, all would have to 
go through their respective routines, and as soon as the contest was 
over preparation for the next year would begin again. 

                                                
3 “Meet the Composer” interview in The Instrumentalist, 26/2, September 1971, pp. 88-89. 
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 It made me think of Sisyphus, King of Corinth, rat-fink in 
the eyes of Zeus, condemned to push that (obscenity) stone up to 
the top of that (equally obscene) hill and watch it roll to the 
bottom, then go back and start again. . . over and over throughout 
all of eternity. 
 I bet you feel like that every time an issue of the magazine 
goes to press. I feel like that every time the semester ends, or every 
time I finish a piece. 
 I finished Sisyphus 1971 in plenty of time, by the way, and 
it is now being engraved by Billaudot, in Paris. I am not nearly as 
interested in what happens to it now as when I was working on it. 
Maybe that’s what (Albert) Camus meant, I don’t know. While 
you’re working on a job, you’re involved in it, you’re excited 
about it, and all that seems to matter is finishing it; but when 
you’ve finished it, there’s nothing to do but start all over.”  
 

 

Overview of Sisyphus 1971 

 Sisyphus 1971 does follow any standard formal design. Overall it is marked by 

several sections that begin calmly, become agitated, and drive to climactic points, 

followed again by sections of repose and renewed vigor. Dramatic impact is achieved 

through a combination of increased tension and sudden contrasting release, whereas 

balance is achieved and interest maintained through a combination melodic, rhythmic and 

harmonic repetition and variety. As the work progresses the climactic sections become 

bolder and more intense, and the work concludes at its climactic peak. The ”up and 

down” quality in the formal outline of the work reflects the programmatic influence 

implied by the title. 

 With the title’s direct connection to Greek mythology and the subject matter of 

the corresponding work by Albert Camus, it is tempting to approach an analysis of this 

work with programmatic bias. Indeed, it seems instructive and even helpful to use several 

‘Sisyphistic’ metaphors in writing about the work. For example, the rhythmic design of 

the initial gesture of the piece is symbolic of resistance. (See Example 1.) 
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Example 1 – Resistance Technique: 

 
 The entry of each note is a progressive metric augmentation, contracting from the 

soprano and bass voices into the interior four voices. Each note enters and is held to 

produce a six-note chordal stack; the first 2 notes are heard as 32nd notes, the next third 

and fourth notes are heard as 16th’s, the following fifth note enters as an 8th note, and the 

resulting chord is held for a 1/4 note. Which each successive note the chord increases in 

density; in a physical sense it gets heavier and the rhythmic motion slows, much like a 

boulder would slow in resistance to an incline. Dynamically the gesture begins loudly and 

decrescendos with each repetition, as if the bearer of the weight is suffering fatigue. This 

initial gesture is what will be referred to as the Resistance Technique. This motive returns 

two measures before Letter C, ending the introductory section, and in a slightly modified 

form, four measures before Letter I, and four measures before Letter Q, just before the 

final codetta. 

 This work is consistent in its usage of repetitive ascending lines, often achieving a 

higher range with each repetition. Coupled with marked crescendi, this wave-like 

technique generates increasing intensity. The entire introduction, through Letter A, is a 

typical example. Again, this could be viewed as a programmatic representation of 

Sisyphus’ repetitive ascent 

 Notice also the polyrhythmic, duple against triple, rhythms in the piano. This is a 

consistent feature of the piano writing, and could be interpreted as a representation of 

resistance, struggle, and toil. (See Example 2.) 
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Example 2 – Polyrhythmic Piano Writing: 

 
 

 Other common techniques such as contrary motion (again notice the Resistance 

Technique), linear melodic expansion, call and response, intervallic symmetry, and 

rhythmic linking between parts, are also identifiable throughout the work. It is possible 

that they are intended to generate programmatic meaning as well.  

 The initial motive in the saxophone (at measure three) is an inverted version of 

the first three right-hand piano notes.4  See Example 3. This motive has a lurching 

quality, as if Sisyphus were beginning his task with the boulder, and will be called the 

Toiling Motive. Whenever this motive is performed by saxophone, it is present nearby in 

the piano part. 

 

Example 3 – Toiling Motive: 

 
 

 This Toiling Motive is a major feature of the opening section before Letter A, and 

reappears several times throughout the work. It is found in the piano part four measures 

after Letter B, it returns in the saxophone part five measures after Letter D, and 

correspondingly in the piano part there. In the fourth measure of Letter L both parts 

feature the Toiling Motive for several measures. At Letter O the Toiling Motive is used 

                                                
4 The measures before Letter A are separated by dotted vertical lines only; this section is without a meter 
and is marked Slowly, very freely. 
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very dramatically with octaves in the piano part, and five measures before Letter Q, it 

appears for the final time (albeit inverted) in the saxophone part. 

 The first notable climatic point comes the measure before Letter A, at the end of 

the introductory section. (See Example 4.) Here the saxophone has reached an altissimo 

G# which fades to pp, supported by the piano playing a rhythmically augmenting Toiling 

Motive a final time two measures before Letter A. Notice the use of expansion through 

contrary motion in the piano part. It is contrary to the contraction used in the Resistance 

Technique. A modification of this contraction and expansion returns in measures 5-10 of 

Letter L. 

 

Example 4 – First Climax: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 When the saxophone enters again in the fifth measure of B, the first instance of 

contrapuntal writing is heard. The rhythms of each instrument become complementary to 

the other, so as one is active the other is more static. (See Example 5.) 

 

Example 5 – Contrapuntal Writing: 
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 This technique is used twice in succession during Letter B, and creates an 

impression of dialogue. The two brief separate contrapuntal statements are only slightly 

interrupted by a rhythmically energizing piano statement in the 11th measure of Letter B, 

wherein three groups of 16th note sextuplets change into four groups of four 32nd notes. 

The second counterpoint statement only lasts four measures before the piano again 

intercedes with the Resistance Technique combined with the previous ‘energized’ 

interjection material ending Letter B. This counterpoint writing returns four measures 

before Letter I, although here the saxophone and piano begin in what might better be 

described as call-and-response technique, as the statements do not  overlap at first. Also, 

the piano part here is a modified version of the Resistance Technique, and much different 

in character than the first contrapuntal section. 

 Another programmatic theme appears in the piano after each of the saxophone 

cadenza-like sections. See Example 6. Letter D is the first time this occurs. It begins with 

the piano playing accented fourths and fifths in the right-hand, punctuated by syncopated 

left-hand octaves. This creates a very stilted Tumbling Theme. 

 

Example 6 – Tumbling Theme: 

 
 

 The music here is very loud and bombastic, marked by irregular accents, much as 

if a boulder is crashing down the mountain. The Tumbling Theme returns at Letter G and 

Letter L. 

 Letter E is a section of repose. The saxophone has a Resting Theme that is 

somewhat linear. It is characterized by an almost celebratory, floating and relaxed style 
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of conjunct intervals and sustained notes, slowly rising in tessitura. Two measures before 

Letter E the piano begins a series of harp-like 16th note runs that become accompaniment 

to the saxophone. (See Example 7.)   

 

Example 7 – Resting Theme:  

 
 At Letter F these roles are reversed, and the saxophone assumes the harp-like 

arpeggiations while the piano plays the Resting Theme. The Resting Theme returns at 

Letter M, and again the “role reversal” returns at Letter N.  

 Other non-programmatic writing can be found occasionally in Sisyphus 1971, and 

is worth noting. Between each of the previously mentioned role-reversal sections is a set 

of paired scales. (See Example 8.) 

Example 8 – Paired Scales: 
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 These pairs are unique to the work in that other than a chromatic scale in the 

saxophone part before Letter L, these are the only overtly scale-like passages in the entire 

piece. Appearing in the measures before Letter F and Letter N, they are also found in the 

solo saxophone passage during the final climactic ascent at Letter Q. 

 The writing from Letter I through Letter K is unique, as it relies heavily on four-

note piano voicings, with two notes in each hand. It is interesting to note that the rest of 

the piece uses six-note piano harmonies almost exclusively, three notes in each hand. 

(See Example 9.) 

 

Example 9 – Four-note writing: 

 
 The initial motive in the saxophone at Letter I is also generated from a strong 

four-note statement (derivative from the sextuplet piano part at Letter B), which is 

repeated up a perfect fifth at Letter J, and is used to develop the melodic materials 

throughout this section. Both parts are strongly unified with 16th note rhythms and create 

a sense of energetic urgency throughout this section.  

 At Letter P the saxophone begins its final cadenza marked Cadenza ad lib. Just as 

the cadenza is ending, the Toiling Motive returns in the saxophone, supported by a 

modified Resistance Technique presentation in the piano with a fermata. This is a very 

much a da Capo, or rounding-off, moment in the work. This statement ends with the 

piano interruption material (first heard in Letter B) that also settles down into a fermata. 

 There are several climactic moments in the work, they occur at Letter A, five 

measures before Letter B, Letter D, two measures before Letter E, Letter G, Letter L, four 

measures before Letter O, Letter O, three measures before Letter P, and the ending. That 
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is ten climactic moments over the space of seven minutes, or more than one per minute of 

music. These give the work a feeling of waves of intensity and are easily heard 

programmatic triumphs of Sisyphus.  

 It is the final climax that is by far the most intense, as the saxophone hits and 

holds its highest note of the piece, an altissimo C at fff. (See Example 10.) 

 

Example 10 – Final Climax: 

 
 While the saxophone holds this final loudest and highest note, the piano pounds 

two more measures of eighth-note quartal chords, derived from the Tumbling Theme and 

covering its entire range. Finally the piano crashes to a close with a six-note chord that 

puts the right and left hands practically as far apart as they can get on the instrument, 

cueing the saxophone to release, and ending the piece with a huge, accented crashing 

climax. 

 

 

Use of Atonality in Sisyphus 1971 

 In its incorporation of melodic solo with supporting accompaniment, its use of 

motivic interplay between instruments, and its use of a formal design based on 

statements, departures, transformations and restatements, William Latham’s Sisyphus 

1971 is a typical of most conventional, tonal chamber music for saxophone and piano. 

However, this is a thoroughly atonal work. It is not based on keys, scales, or chord 

progressions as would be expected in the tonal fashion.  

 The basis for these atonal materials is intriguing and careful attention reveals an 

underlying serial control that relies on a consistent use of three-note pitch-class sets that 
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in turn are combined to make up larger six-note pitch-class sets. It is my belief that this is 

what Latham meant when he said (in the preceding quote ), “I first figured out a rather 

comprehensive system of pitch organization which would permit some good sonorities in 

the piano, along with expanded melodic lines and virtuoso passages of the kind which the 

saxophone can execute so well.”  Only a brief section of two and four-note groupings 

provide any deviation this three and six-note set foundation, although even in this section, 

three-note and six-note sets are employed. For these reasons, an introduction to these sets 

is essential. The following sets are integral and used predominately throughout the work.5 

 The three-note 3-5 and 3-9 sets are integral to all of the larger six-note sets used in 

this work. It is their three-note relationships that become the building blocks for the 

harmonic and melodic materials in Sisyphus 1971. What follows is a brief description of 

each of these sets, and a theoretical basis for  their relationships that generates common-

tone set networks. These networks of three-note set relations allow for distinctions of 

place and hierarchy of the sets through their combination, transformation, and conversion 

of one to the other. I will demonstrate how these common-tone networks create a 

framework that can be used to describe “atonal” relations of 3-5 and 3-9 sets, somewhat 

akin to the way tonal triads function in a key. To begin, the following are some attributes 

for two important three-note sets: 
 

The 3-5 Set: 
This is the set (0,1,6) or (C,C#,F#) according to  Allen Forte’s Structure of Atonal 
Music. (0,1,6) is the prime form of this set.  
 
The 3-9 Set 
This is the set (0,2,7) or (C,D,G) according to  Allen Forte’s Structure of Atonal 
Music.  
(0,2,7) is the prime form of the set. 

 
 Without becoming too deeply enmeshed in the “mechanics” of set theory, the 
numbers (0,1,6) refer to semitone content, which becomes clear when referring to the 
pitch-classes (C,C#,F#). Any other ordering of these pitch classes, for example  (C#,F#,C), 
will still constitute a 3-5 set. This reordering of the pitches without damaging the 
integrity of the set holds true for all sets in set theory. In general, the prime form indicates 

                                                
5 All set labels are taken from listing provided in The Structure of Atonal Music by Allen Forte, Yale 
University Press, 1973. 
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the ordering of set members that packs the smallest intervals to the left. It is a convenient 
way to refer to the set, somewhat like a triad put in its root position. Also, even though 
specific pitch-classes (note-names) may change, as long as the intervallic content of the 
set is retained it is still considered a 3-5 (0,1,6), just as F-A-C, and C-E-G are both 
considered major triads. 
 

 

Reordering of Three-Note Sets 

 Triads are often arpeggiated to produce melodic variety. Their notes can be 

recombined in differing combinations, yet their integrity as a triad is unaffected. Three-

notes sets are much the same, as reordering will produce six different combinations of the 

same three notes, leaving the set-class intact.  

In the case of 3-5 (0,1,6), the different reorderings are:  

  C,D
b

,G
b 

 
  C,G

b

,D
b

 
  D

b

,G
b

,C 
  D

b

,C,G
b

 
  G

b

,C,D
b

 
  G

b

,D
b

,C  
 
The 3-9 (0,2,7) reorderings are: 

  C,D,G 
  C,G,D 
  D,G,C 
  D,C,G 
  G,C,D 
  G,D,C 
 

 These are strictly regroupings of the basic three notes of the sets, a recombination 
of the pitches. If they were triads there would be only three distinct inversions of the sets, 
because the position of the bass note would determine the inversion. In post-tonal set 
theory, “inversion” is different from tonal triads, as it is first and foremost understood as 
a pitch-class transformation in which a negative integer is added Mod 12 to a pitch class. 
In set theory this achieves12 different inversions of the 3-5 set. Thus one inversion of 3-5 
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(0,1,6) or (C,C#,F#), is (0,11,6) or (C,B,F#), and this particular Mod 12 inversion 
generates another 3-5 (0,1,6) set. 
 Since each of these regroupings of the set carries the same pitch-class 
information, then their intervallic content and sounding sonorities are equivalent. This 
makes them easy to identify in the score, but also allows for the same set to be used in 
different ways. There are several examples of set arpeggiation in Sisyphus 1971. Latham 
seems to treat these three-note sets they way tonal composers would incorporate triads 
into their melodic and harmonic fabric. (See Example 11.) 
 
Example 11 – 3-5 Set Reordering: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Notice juxtaposition of notes between hands in the piano part in measure five of 
Sisyphus 1971. In the above example the first three notes in the right hand, 3-5 (B,F,C) 
are reordered (C,F,B) as they appear in the left hand, although the registration from bass 
to treble is C,F,B. The first three left hand notes (E,D#,A#), are reordered (D#,A#,E) 
(E,A#,D# from bass to soprano) when they are introduced in the right. Even though the 
notes appear in a different order, and alignment from bass to treble, they still comprise 
the same 3-5 set and share a congruent sonority, just as differing permutations of tonal 
triads are similar regardless of registration or inversional positioning. Although the 
source material of the set is exactly the same, these differing combinations slightly 
change the sound or voicing of the set, allowing a degree of harmonic and melodic 
variety. Latham exploits the reordering of both 3-5 and 3-9 sets, and is particularly fond 
of the juxtaposition of these two set classes between hands in the piano voicings found 
throughout Sisyphus 1971. Usually when the voicings of the particular three-note sets 
exchange hands, the ordering from bass to treble is retained. (See example 12.)  
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Example 12 – 3-9 Set Juxtaposition: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In this example, 3-9 sets (in yellow) (A,D,G) and (G#,C#,F#) are exchanged 
between hands, while the voicing (registration from bass to treble) is retained. This 
technique is far more common than a rearrangement of set-voicings in Sisyphus 1971, 
and even though the harmonic result is varied as the voicings are juxtaposed, the sonority 
of the passage is consistent. 
 Melodic reordering can be found in the Toiling Motive of the saxophone part at 
measure six. (See Example 13.) 
  
Example 13 – Melodic Reordering: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Here two different 3-5 sets (in red) are alternating and reordered. Seen as part of a 
larger six-note set (in blue) this arpeggiation is similar to the way the pentatonic scales 
are commonly employed by composers. As is the case with the harmonic reordering, this 
technique of melodic reordering of three-note sets isn’t pervasive. It is their combination 
into differing six-note sets (marked in blue in the above example) that receive most of 
Latham’s consideration in Sisyphus 1971, and there are several examples of arpeggiated 
six-note sets. It is a major factor in most of the saxophone solo and cadenza material. 
 
 

Common Tone Relations of Three Note Sets 
 Tonal triadic functions in keys are not usually much help in the analysis of atonal 
music, however triad relations can be imitated by other non-triadic three-note sets. It 
would be very helpful in an analysis of Sisyphus 1971 to generate a framework from 3-9 
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and 3-5 sets that will show commonalities and allow for comparisons of these three-note 
sets over some distance, similar to the way triads are interrelated by type and their 
function. These commonalities and relations might be grouped into a network, which will 
be helpful in analyzing these three-note sets and any six-note sets generated from the 
three-note set combinations. But first, we should consider the relations between triads 
that share two common tones. 
 Using tonal triad relations as an impetus, note that there are several triads that are 
similar to the C major triad, and by changing only one note the C major triad is changed 
into another related triad. Each of these triads share two common tones with the C major 
triad:  
 C-E-G 
 A-C-E (aeolian) 
 C-E-G# - A

b

-C-E - E-G#-B# (augmented) 
 E-G-B (phrygian) 
 C-E

b

-G (parallel minor) 
 
 These are commonly used triadic associations. They seem to imply that triads 
with two common tones are similar and tonally related. These triadic relations would 
seem to suggest that three-note sets that share two common tones are more alike in sound 
and structure than sets that share only one, or no, common tone at all (i.e. CEG and FAC, 
which have only one common tone and are more associated by function in a key; or CEG 
and DF#A, which are unrelated by common tone or key, although they could imply G 
major). For my purpose I will assert that sharing two common tones makes three-note 
sets related, and this double-common-tone aspect is the basis of a three-note set 
transformation and the resulting network that I propose. 
 Of course triadic associations don’t quite work in set theory, as triad relations 
produce different intervallic content. Set theory does not accommodate intervallic 
change, because as the interval content of the set is changed, so too is the type of set. 
Thus any manipulation of a particular set (changing one note) must result in another set 
with exactly the same intervallic content, which I will call transformation. These 
transformations will generate networks of uniform three-note set-types related through 
double common-tones. It is hoped that these networks could be employed to show 
distance and therefore ‘relatedness’ between sets in analysis of Sisyphus 1971. What 
follows is a process of changing one note of a three-note set, and creating new sets of the 
exact same type, through a process of transformation. 
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 I am particularly indebted in this regard to work done by Richard Cohn, who has 
previously created a network of major and minor triads, which are 3-11 sets.6  Of 
particular interest is his idea of “maximally smooth motion,” wherein triads transform by 
retaining two common tones, and the third voice moves by only a half step. For these 3-
11 triads, there are only two ways this can occur, either retain the minor third E-G (of C 
major) and move the third voice (C) a semitone down to B resulting in E-G-B (which he 
gives the label L), or retain the perfect fourth C-G and move the third voice (E) a 
semitone down to E

b 

resulting in C- E
b

-G (which he gives the label P). These three 3-11 
sets, CEG, CE

b

G, and EGB are all adjacent in Cohn’s “maximally smooth cycle,” and he 
builds an entire hexatonic system that relies heavily on these double-common-tone 
adjacent set relationships. Cohn has another label, R, that is used when the third voice is 
moved by a whole step.7  In this instance the major third C-E is retained and the third 
voice is moved two semitone upwards to A, resulting in A-C-E. From his work with 
voice-leading, Cohn broadens his scope to include cycles of triads that he labels binary, 
trinary, and a quaternary “loop.” These help him to explain triadic progressions that are 
difficult to explain in standard tonal functions. 
 David Lewin’s work with the 3-2 set is also a precedent to mine. Of particular 
interest is his (0,1,3) “Tonnetz.”8  In his analysis of the Bach F# Minor Fugue from the 
WTC I, he shows how the subject, answer, and countersubject move through a pathway 
of 3-2 sets that eventually traces a closed circuit from subject to answer to countersubject. 
 My networks are indebted to their ideas of common tones and pathways, although 
the sets I have incorporated are 3-5 and 3-9, as they are the foundation to much of the 
material used by Latham in Sisyphus 1971. And because these sets are not tonal in the 
triadic sense, their transformations are perhaps less profound in a voice-leading sense. 
Cohn’s practice of retaining the double-common-tones and one changing voice are very 
much the same procedure I have adopted. What follows is an explanation of 3-9 and 3-5 
transformations. 
 
 
 
 
                                                
6 Cohn, Richard. “Maximally Smooth Cycles, Hexatonic Systems, and the Analysis of Late-Romantic 
Triadic Progressions.”  Music Analysis 15/1 (1996): 9-40. 
7 Cohn, Richard. “Neo-Riemannian Operations, Parsimonious Trichords, and Their Tonnetz 
Representations.”  Journal of Music Theory 41/1 (1997): 1-66. 
8 Lewin, David. “Notes on the Opening of the F# Minor Fugue from WTC I.” Journal of Music Theory 
42/2 (1998): 235-239. 
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The 3-9 Transformations and Network 
 The 3-9 (0,2,7) set, or (C,D,G) is marked by intervals of a major 2nd, perfect 5th, 
perfect 4th, and minor 7th. This set is inversionally symmetrical, meaning that its inversion 
(0,10,5) or (C,B

b

,F) generates another 3-9 set. There are only twelve distinct 
transformations of the 3-9 set class. To generate these transformations the basic 
transformations of the 3-9 set should be discussed. It is not possible to make a 3-9 
transformation when retaining the major second (C,D) of the 3-9, because a G pitch-class 
is the only note that will complete the 3-9 intervallic formula. This leaves only two other 
transformations, which are made by retaining the two differing fourth intervals that can 
be generated from the initial 3-9 (C,D,G) set. 
 By reordering and aligning the 3-9 set into perfect fourths (D,G,C) the set can be 
conceived as containing a lower and upper fourth, and for this purpose the 3-9 set will 
always appear realigned as (2,7,0). Admittedly “upper and lower” fourths are only a 
convention; but conceived vertically, (D,G) will be considered the lower fourth and (G,C) 
the upper fourth. In this way the two 3-9 network transformations can now be labeled U 
(upper) or L (lower). For instance, if we retain the two voices of the lower fourth (D,G) 
and move the third voice (C) down three semitones to A, a new 3-9 set (A,D,G) is 
generated through an L3 transformation. By retaining the two voices of the upper fourth 
(G,C) and moving the third voice (D) up three semitones to F, a new 3-9 set (G,C,F) is 
generated via a U3 transformation. These are the two 3-9 transformations. By continuing 
a successive process of U or L transformations, a sequential network of the twelve 
adjacent 3-9 transformations is created, completing the cycle in 45 semitone motions of 
the changed voice. (See Example 14.) 
 
Example 14 - The 3-9 Transformational Network: 
 
U0       1       2        3           4          5            6           7        8        9     10     11 
D,G,C–-G,C,F-–C,F,B

b
-–F,B

b
,E

b
-–B

b
,E

b
,A

b
-–E

b
,A

b
,D

b
-–A

b
,D

b
,G

b
-–D

b
,G

b
,B--G

b
,B,E-–B,E,A-–E,A,D-–A,D,G. . .  

  11     10     9         8           7          6           5            4         3       2       1      0L 
 
 Moving from left to right are consecutive U3 transformations; moving from right 
to left are consecutive L3 transformations. Thus using the 3-9 network allows for the 
comparison of 3-9 sets used in sequence or in combination. The designations L and U 
allow an analysis of transformational direction and distance along the network. Again, 
transformational direction in the 3-9 network works like this: retain the upper 4th and 
the transformation is labeled U and the motion is to the right; retain the lower 4th and 
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the transformation is labeled L with the motion being to the left. Thus (G,C,F) is one U 
(right) transformation or eleven L (left) transformations removed from (D,G,C). As 
another example,  (F,B

b

,E
b

) is three U transformations or nine L transformations (D,G,C) 
along the 3-9 network.9  The combination of U and L transformations will always add up 
to twelve, and therefore are Mod 12. 
 Notice how the common tone between consecutive 3-9 sets is released after two 
transformations on either side of the network, a three-set common-tone barrier. This 
indicates that the network has twelve overlapping three-set-common-tone cliques, i.e. 
(A,D,G), (D,G,C), and (G,C,F) would constitute a three-set, G common-tone clique; 
these sets share the G closeness. Again, 3-9 sets that share two common tones are 
adjacent, sets that share one common tone are close, and sets that have no common tones 
are distant. (D,G,C) is adjacent with the other two sets, while (A,D,G) and (G,C,F) are 
close to each other. 
 Because each 3-9 transformation of the set has exactly the same intervallic 
structure, a simple transposition will achieve the transformations as well. In this light, a 
3-9 network is also a series of three-note sets moving around a cycle of transposed 
descending 5th’s. Successive or adjacent U transformations are T5, which is a 
transposition of +5 or -7 semitones, and the L transformations are T7, or a transposition 
of -5 or +7 semitones. Using 3-5 (D,G,C) as the prime set, the transpositional sequence of 
the network looks like this: 
 
   T0    T5      T10     T3         T8          T1         T6          T11       T4      T9       T2       T7 

D,G,C–-G,C,F-–C,F,B
b
-–F,B

b
,E

b
-–B

b
,E

b
,A

b
-–E

b
,A

b
,D

b
-–A

b
,D

b
,G

b
-–D

b
,G

b
,B--G

b
,B,E-–B,E,A-–E,A,D-–A,D,G. . .  

 

 This 3-9 Transformational Network should be sufficient to describe harmonic and 
melodic 3-9 set relations in Sisyphus 1971. In measure 3 of the introduction the piano 
part, the R.H. 3-9 (A,D,G) and the L.H. (G#,C#,F#) are distant, and separated by five 
network transformations and fifteen semitone changes.10 (See Example 15.)  
 
 
 
 
                                                
9 Cohn uses a triadic 3-11 set transformation called "L," (short for "leading-tone exchange"). An example, 
L(C,E,G) = E,G,B. (The other two 3-11 transformations that hold two common tones are P and R: 
P(C,E,G)=C,E

b
,G; R(C,E,G) = A,C,E.). This is not what is meant by “L” transformations in the 3-9 

network. 
10 This exact same combination of 3-9 sets is used in the piano part three times on page 1 of the score. 
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Example 15 – Measure 3 of the Introduction: 
 (3-9 sets are in yellow.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Example 16 is the second half of the measure at Letter A, the piano uses the two 
3-9 sets (D,G,C) and (C#,F#,B), and although the pitch classes are changed, the relation 
between these sets is also distant, separated by five 3-9 network transformations, or 
fifteen semitone changes; this combination is found any time two 3-9 sets are used in a 
simultaneous harmonic piano voicing combination during Sisyphus 1971. It’s also worth 
noting that this combination of 3-9 sets is only one U-transformation removed from the 
pair above, making the two-set combinations adjacent in network location. (See Example 
16.) 
 
Example 16 – Second Half of the measure at Letter A: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Most of the combinations of two 3-9 sets into six-note harmonies occurs before 
Letter C. Only briefly near Letter O, do these 3-9 combinations return. An analysis of the 
order of appearance of the 3-9 combinations shows an interesting progression and linkage 
on the 3-9 network. (See Example 17.) 
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Example 17 – 3-9 Six-Note Combination Set Linkage: 
 
 

D,G,C–-G,C,F-–C,F,B
b
-–F,B

b
,E

b
-–B

b
,E

b
,A

b
-–E

b
,A

b
,D

b
-–A

b
,D

b
,G

b
-–D

b
,G

b
,B--G

b
,B,E-–B,E,A-–E,A,D-–A,D,G 

 

 

 

Order of Set Appearance:      1         2        3         4         5         7        8         10 

Colored lines indicate common-set pairings.        

  
 Most of the relations between these pairs can be understood through common-set 
or adjacent-set relations on the network. Light turquoise indicates the first combination 3-
9 set-pair in the introductory section and the whole of page one of the score, (A,D,G) and 
the (A

b

,D
b

,G
b

); these two sets are distantly separated by five network transformations.11   
The saxophone also alternates arpeggiation of this 3-5 pair in measure seven of the 
introductory section. The second appearance of two 3-9 sets in combinations occurs at 
Letter A, (D,G,C) and (D

b

,G
b

,B) denoted in light yellow, and again distantly separated by 
five network transformations; notice how this pair of 3-9 sets link adjacently to the first 
pair on the network.  
 The third 3-9 set-pairing is in the eighth measure of Letter A, (E

b

,A
b

,D
b

) and 
(A,D,G); this combination actually shares the previous (A,D,G) set but the pair is 
separated by six network transformations; the new set is marked in violet with a green 
linking line to the shared set.  
 Separated by five transformations, the fourth 3-9 pair occurs in the ninth measure 
of Letter A, (C,F,B

b

) pale blue and (D
b

,G
b

,B); this combination shares the previous 
(D

b

,G
b

,B) set, and an orange line links the new blue and previous yellow sets.  
 The fifth 3-9 pair occurs at the thirteenth measure of Letter A. The new (B,E,A) 
and the previously revealed and shared set (C,F,B

b

) are separated by five transformations; 
(B,E,A) is marked in tan with a dashed black linking line to the blue set.  
 In the next measure, the sixth 3-9 pair reveals two previously used sets, but in a 
new combination, (D,G,C) and (E

b

,A
b

,D
b

); they are separated by five transformations, and 
marked with a dotted black line.  
                                                
11 Sharped notes from score have been enharmonically converted to flats for analysis on the 3-9 network. 
This enharmonic conversion will continue throughout this paper. 
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 The seventh 3-9 combination is five measures before Letter B, (G,C,F) and 
(A

b

,D
b

,G
b

);  (G,C,F) is a new set here colored light green. In this instance there isn’t a 
common set, but (G,C,F) is adjacent to the previous (D,G,C); the 3-9 (A

b

,D
b

,G
b

) however, 
is one of the original sets, linked to (G,C,F) with a dashed red line. 
 Six-note 3-9 combinations do not return again until much later in the piece, at five 
and four measures before Letter O. In these two measures there are several 3-9 
combinations. On the vertical, the eighth pair, 3-9 (E,A,D) and (F,B

b

,E
b

), are linked in 
white; (E,A,D) is an adjacent set linked to one of the original 3-9 sets, and (F,B

b

,E
b

) is 
adjacent to the previously revealed (C,F,B

b

); the two are separated by five 
transformations. This combination is followed by a ninth linking of (E,A,D), now a 
common-set, with a yellow dotted line to an original 3-9 set (A

b

,D
b

,G
b

); this pair is 
separated by only four transformations.  
 In a horizontal fashion at this same location, a common-set (G,C,F) is a tenth 
linking via a solid black line to a new set (G

b

,B,E) in grey; this pair is separated by five 
transformations. The next 3-9 combination is a repetition of (G,C,F) and the (G

b

,B,E); 
this is the only repetition of 3-9 set pairs in Sisyphus 1971. The final 3-9 two-set 
combination is made at Letter O, (D,G,C) and (E,A,D), which are close in their relations 
on the network (for reasons I will discuss in more detail, I have concluded this is actually 
a misprint in the score). The second set in this pair should be (E

b

,A
b

,D
b

), as the five-
transformation between 3-9 set pairs is a far more common linking; this final 
combination is marked with a dashed blue line above.  
 This concludes the 3-9 set pairs found in Sisyphus 1971. All of the 3-9 pairs are 
linked by common-set or adjacent-set network relationships as they are introduced in the 
piece. It is interesting to note that eleven of the twelve 3-9 sets are used in the piece, and 
(B

b

,E
b

,A
b

) is the only 3-9 set not found paired with another 3-9 set in Sisyphus 1971.  
 Melodic examples of the 3-9 Transformational Network are much less frequent, 
but can be found. Of interest are the arpeggiated piano parts that incorporate the 3-9 
network in adjacent note appearances. The following is an example from the fourth 
measure of Letter E. 
 
Example 18 – 3-9 Network Arpeggiation: 
(3-9 sets are marked in yellow) 
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 This is a 3-9 three-set-common-tone clique. Beginning with 3-9 (A#,D#,G#), A 
new 3-9 set (D#,G#,C#) is formed by the appearance of C#, and is a U transformation. The 
next note F# in turn creates the 3-9 set (G#,C#,F#) through another U transformation. All 
three of these sets contain the common tone G#, form a three-set common-tone close 
clique, and thus are adjacent in their presentation in the 3-9 Transformational Network. 
However, the first set (A#,D#,G#) and final set (G#,C#,F#) share only one common tone, 
and are therefore close only in network distance, involving only nine semitone changes. 
All of the sets share the G# closeness. 
 
 

3-5 Set Transformations 

 The 3-5 (0,1,6) set class is the most frequent of the three-note sets used in 

Sisyphus 1971. 3-5 permutations are intriguing, as the 3-5 set class has twenty-four 

transformations instead of just the twelve that were produced by transformations of the 3-

9 set class. The number of transformations makes explanation a bit more complex. Due to 

its intervallic makeup of the half- step/major 7th, tritone, and P4th/5th, the interval content 

of the 3-5 set is more complex than that of the 3-9 set. Nevertheless, the 3-5 set can be 

transformed by retaining two of its pitch-classes and changing the third, just as was done 

with the 3-9 set above.  

 Unlike the two transformations of the 3-9 set class, the 3-5 set class is marked by 
five unique transformations (marked Tf) that recreate (0,1,6) when changing only one of 
the three pitch classes. These transformations generate all twenty-four sets in the 3-5 set 
class, encompassing the entire chromatic scale: 12 from the prime form (0,1,6) and 12 
from the inversion (0,11,6) of the set. All of the 3-5 transformations are labeled according 
to how many semitones the changed note has moved in creating the new 3-5 set. These 
transformations of the prime set 3-5 (C, D

b

, G
b

) include: 
 
The Tf1 transformation:12 
This transformation is achieved by retaining the minor 2nd/ major 7th (C,D

b

). Thus 3-5 (C, 
D

b

, G
b

) transforms into 3-5 (C,D
b

,G). The one semitone change of the third voice is the 
designated Tf1. In the Tf1 transformation the common tones of both sets are C and D

b

, or 
the half-step interval. (C,D

b

,G
b

) has the same interval content as (C,D
b

,G), so both sets are 

                                                
12 Tf is an abbreviation I use for transformation to keep it distinct from the abbreviation ‘T,’ which is 
commonly used to mean Transposition. 
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3-5s. The Tf1 transformation of a 3-5 set is achieved any time the changed note is moved 
by 1 semitone, and a new 3-5 set is generated. 
 
The Tf5 transformation: 
This transformation is accomplished by retaining the perfect 4th/ 5th (D

b

, G
b

). Thus 3-5 
(C,D

b

,G
b

) transforms into 3-5 (G
b

, G, D
b

). The 5-semitone change of the third voice is the 
designation for the label Tf5. The common tones of both sets are D

b

 and G
b

, or the 
P4th/5th interval, and the changed tone moves 5 semitones. The Tf5 transformation 
occurs any time the changed voice moves 5 semitones, and a new 3-5 set is created. 
 Interestingly the 1-transformation occurs when the half-step is retained, and the 5-
transformation occurs when the 4th/5th is retained. Both labels reflect the corresponding 
interval that is retained in the transformation. Unfortunately, it is not as convenient to 
label the transformations made when retaining the tritone interval. The following Tf2, 
Tf4 and Tf6 transformations occur when the tritone is retained in the original 3-5 set; 
however, their corresponding labels do not reflect the interval that is retained. 
 
The Three Tritone transformations – Tf2, Tf4, Tf6: 
Retaining the tritone interval (C,G

b

) there are three distinct 3-5 transformations. 
1. Tf2 when 3-5 (C.D

b

,G
b

) transforms into 3-5 (B,C,G
b

) 
(so labeled because the third voice has moved two semitones) 
 
2.Tf4 when 3-5 (C,D

b

,G
b

) transforms into 3-5 (F,G
b

,C)  
(so labeled because the third voice has moved four semitones) 
 
3. Tf6 when 3-5 (C,D

b

,G
b

) transforms into 3-5 (G
b

,G, C)  
(so labeled because the third voice is moved six semitones). 
 
The resulting 3-5 transformations of the original (C,D

b

,G
b

) now include: 
  Tf1: (C,D

b

,G) 
  Tf2: (B,C,G

b

) 
  Tf4: (F,G

b

,C) 
  Tf5: (G

b

,G,C) 
  Tf6: (G

b

,G,C) 
 
 Each of these transformations is adjacent (sharing two common tones) with the 
original 3-5 set (C,D

b

,G
b

). Five of these sets share the same two common tones, C and G
b

: 
the original set, the Tf5, the Tf2, the Tf4, and the Tf6. Thus there are six double-
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common-tone, adjacently related sets generated by transformations of the original set. 
This forms a six-set 3-5 clique. (See Example19.) 
 
Example 19 – 3-5 Six-Set-Double-Common-Tone Adjacent Clique: 
             Tf4                        TF1 
B,C,G

b

              G
b

,G,C                G
b

,G,D
b 

 
 
Tf 6      Tf   2     Tf  6     Tf    5     Tf 6 
 
F,G

b

,C               C,D
b

,G
b

                C,D
b

,G 
    TF4                       TF1 

 
 Example 19 shows the original 3-5 set (C,D

b

,G
b

) surrounded by its five adjacent 
transformations. It forms a clique of transformations related to the original 3-5 (C,D

b

,G
b

) 
set, and involves a total eighteen semitone moves in the changing voices. (There are 
potentially forty-two semitone moves that could be made by the changing voices 
involved with the transformations of this six-set clique.)  Each of these adjacent 3-5 sets 
shares two common-tones in all directions. The vertical transformations are Tf6. The top 
and bottom row horizontal alternates Tf4 and Tf1 transformations, and the diagonals 
alternate Tf2 and Tf5 transformations. Notice how the vertical alignments of the 
transformations always total six, and how the transformations pan (from left to right) 
around the original 3-5 (C,D

b

,G
b

 ) set as Tf-4-2-6-5-1. Notice that the symmetry of these 
transformations is consistent in panning Tf-4-2-6-5-1 (left to right) around the top 
adjacent and corresponding 3-5 (G

b

,G,C) set. This six-set, 3-5 double-common-tone, 
transformational clique is the foundation for the 3-5 Transformation Network. 
 
 

The 3-5 Transformation Network 

 This network creates a vertical, horizontal, and diagonal linking of 3-5 sets. Each 

set is surrounded by five transformations, creating the six-set cliques mentioned above. 

This creates a double row of 3-5 sets that looks similar to a strand of DNA, and due to the 

linkage of the two horizontal 3-5 rows, the twenty-four 3-5 transformations are presented 

in twelve horizontal successions (which represents six different six-set-3-5-

transformational cliques, and a potential for 216 semitone moves in the changing voices). 
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This resulting transformational pattern remains consistent until the last 3-5 set pair is 

introduced. (See Example 20.) 

 
 
Example 20 – The 3-5 Transformation Network: 

BCGb  -4- GbGC    -1-  GbGDb  -4-  DbDG -1-  DbDAb -4-  AbAD -1-  AbAEb  -4-  EbEA  -1-   EbEBb -4-  BbBE  -1-   BbBF  -4-   FGbB -1- FGbC 
                   | 
6    2         6        5           6    2         6    5          6     2         6    5          6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5          6 | 
                    

FGbC -4-  CDbGb      -1-   CDbG -4-   GAbDb-1-  GAbD -4-  DEbAb -1-   DEbA  -4- ABbEb  -1-  ABbE  -4-   EFBb  -1-   EFB  -4-    BCF  -1-  BCGb 

 
 
 The numbers in Example 20 indicate the type of 3-5 transformations. The panning 
(left to right) of transformations around any particular set alternates 4-2-6-5-1 [for 
example (C,D

b

,G
b

) and (G
b

,G,C)] and 1-5-6-2-4 [for example (C,D
b

,G) and (G
b

,G,D
b

). 
Notice how the last pair, (F,G

b

,C) and (B,C,G
b

), are juxtaposed from their original 
position. In order to return to the original presentation, an exchange must take place, 
similar to the way a Mobiüs strip folds back on itself. This Mobiüs exchange of sets can 
be inserted at any of the Tf5 and Tf1 transformation points, by simply reversing the Tf5 
diagonal and the Tf1 horizontal transformations, and thus changing the transformational 
panning (left to right) to 4-2-6-1-5. Without this exchange, the top line and the bottom 
line would simply reverse every twenty-four horizontal transformations anyway. 
Example 21 shows the network with boxes around the Mobiüs exchange points. 
Example 21 – Mobiüs Exchange Points in the 3-5 Transformation Network: 
 

BCGb  -4- GbGC    -1-  GbGDb  -4-  DbDG -1-  DbDAb -4-  AbAD -1-  AbAEb  -4-  EbEA  -1-   EbEBb -4-  BbBE  -1-   BbBF  -4-   FGbB -1-  FGbC 
                   | 
6    2         6        5           6    2         6    5          6     2         6    5          6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5          6 | 
                   |  
FGbC -4-  CDbGb      -1-   CDbG -4-   GAbDb-1-  GAbD -4-  DEbAb -1-   DEbA -4-   ABbEb -1-  ABbE  -4-   EFBb -1-    EFB  -4-    BCF  -1- BCG 
 
 
 In the green box on the far right, flipping (top to bottom) the Tf5 and Tf1 
transformations, (F,G

b

,C) and (B,C,G
b

) respectively, would return the original sets to 
their beginning positions (see bold on far left). In their current position a Mobiüs strip-
like twist is inferred. By flipping the position of these beginning and final sets, the (left to 
right) transformational panning around vertical sets (B,C,F) and (F,G

b

,B) would be 4-2-6-
5-1. This panning sequence could also be achieved at any of the other exchange points 
(inside the boxes), returning sets to their original position. However this procedure is 
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necessary only in returning to the original set positions (top and bottom) after twenty-four 
transformations. The point here is that any vertical 3-5 sets will make a Mobiüs flip after 
twenty-four transformations, and that the exchange is seen at the Tf5 diagonal and Tf1 
horizontal positions in the network.     
 As with the 3-9 sets before, by incorporating the common tone relations of these 
sets, distance relations between 3-5 sets can be inferred. If the 3-5 sets share two common 
tones, then they can be considered adjacent. If they share only one common tone, then 
they are close. If they have no common tones they are distant.  These designations will 
also be used to label the relations of 3-5 sets in the network. 
 Adjacent relations are an interesting feature of this 3-5 Transformation Network, 
notably are the grouping of four-set-double common-tone cliques. These are four-set 
groupings in the network that share the exact same two common-tones. (See Example 
21.)  These sets are always adjacent to each other, and notice how the sets on the 
diagonals of these four-set cliques are also chromatic transpositions. This is another way 
to identify where the Mobiüs set-exchanges are possible, as they can only occur at those 
transformational diagonals that are not chromatic transpositions. (See Example 22.) 
 
Example 22 – Four-Set-Double-Common-Tone Cliques in the 3-5 Transformation 
Network: 
 

BCGb  -4- GbGC    -1-  GbGDb  -4-  DbDG -1-  DbDAb -4-  AbAD -1-  AbAEb  -4-  EbEA  -1-   EbEBb -4-  BbBE  -1-   BbBF  -4-   FGbB -1- 
                   | 
6    2         6        5           6    2         6    5          6     2         6    5          6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5          6 |  
 
FGbC -4-  CDbGb      -1-   CDbG -4-   GAbDb-1-  GAbD -4-  DEbAb -1-   DEbA -4-   ABbEb -1-  ABbE  -4-   EFBb -1-    EFB  -4-    BCF- 

 

 
 Less closely related are the sets that share only one common-tone, or close 
relations. They have less in common, both in content, and sound. By combining diagonal 
and vertical transformations in this 3-5 network, it is possible to make as many as five 
consecutive transformations before the final common tone is released, thus single 
common tone “close” cliques can include as many as six contiguous sets in the network, 
or a six-set common tone barrier. The following is an example of six closely related sets 
that include the common-tone G; of course many of these sets are also adjacent. (There 
are a total of twenty-two semitone motions made by the changing voices.) 
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G
b

,G,C -Tf1- G
b

,G,D
b

 –Tf6- C,D
b

,G –Tf4- G,A
b

,D
b

 -Tf6- D
b

,D,G -Tf5- G,A
b

,D13 
 
 Due to the horizontal, vertical and diagonal motion of the transformations, 
efficiency might also be shown when there is more than one pathway between 3-5 sets; 
thus the pathways with fewer transformations and semitone motion would be considered 
the more efficient. At six transformations and 22 semitone moves, or 6:22, the above 
example is not one of efficiency. This 3-5 Transformation Network should be sufficient 
to describe harmonic and melodic 3-5 set relations in Sisyphus 1971. 
 
 

The 3-5 Transformation Network in Analysis 
 The opening Resistance Motive in measure 1 is based on two distant 3-5 sets, 3-5 
(B,C,F) and (Eb,E,Bb). In measures 5-7 the saxophone alternates these same two 3-5 sets 
melodically, and along with the 3-9 pairs covered in the preceding section, the entire 
introduction before Letter A is dedicated to this 3-5 pairing. To identify the pair and path, 
a slash is used between the sets, (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb). These sets are the exterior sets in the 
pathway and thus their order is arbitrary; (Eb,E,Bb)/(B,C,F) would be just as appropriate 
to define this network pathway. When (and if) direction in the pathway becomes 
important, then the order of these exterior sets could be used to determine pathway 
direction as well.  
 These 3-5 sets are separated in the 3-5 network by three transformations, routed 
most efficiently in two ways. One pathway would be transformations of 2-1-4, entailing 
(B,C,F) making a left-diagonal Tf2 to (Bb,B,F), and two successive left-horizontal moves 
(light blue) Tf1 to (Bb,B,E), and Tf4 to (Eb,E,Bb). The other equally efficient pathway 4-
1-2, is (B,C,F) making two left-horizontal moves (light yellow), a Tf4 to (E,F,B) and a 
Tf1 to (E,F,Bb), and the a left-diagonal Tf2 motion to (Eb,E,Bb). Both of these 
transformational pathways have a network distance of three transformations, totaling 
seven semitones, and are labeled concurrently, 3:7 (transformations: semitone motion). 
They are therefore equivalent. Thus (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb) = 3:7, indicates the set pair in 
question and the transformational path taken to achieve both sets on the network. Of 
course it would be possible to take other paths, such as 4-6-1-4 or 4-1-6-4, but these 
pathways both involve more transformations and generate more semitone motion, and are 
therefore less efficient. [The above common tone example, would be labeled 

                                                
13 These transformations are reminiscent of the technique used by Arnold Schoenberg in his Farben 
(Colors), the third movement of his Five Orchestral Pieces, Opus 16, 1909. 
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(Gb,G,C)/(G,Ab,D) = 5:22] (See Example 23.)  In general, a preference will be given to 
the most efficient pathway, or those paths with the fewest transformations and least 
number of semitone motion. 
 
Example 23 - Equivalent and Efficient 3-5 Network Transformational Paths: 
 

BCGb  -4- GbGC    -1-  GbGDb  -4-  DbDG -1-  DbDAb -4-  AbAD -1-  AbAEb  -4-  EbEA  -1-   EbEBb -4-  BbBE  -1-   BbBF  -4-   FGbB -1- FGbC 
                   | 
6    2         6        5           6    2         6    5          6     2         6    5          6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5          6 | 
                   | 
FGbC -4-  CDbGb      -1-   CDbG -4-   GAbDb-1-  GAbD -4-  DEbAb -1-   DEbA -4-   ABbEb -1-  ABbE  -4-   EFBb -1-    EFB  -4-    BCF  -1-  BCGb 

 
 
 At Letter A the pairing changes to 3-5 (E,F,Bb) and (Ab,A,Eb), in the ovals below. 
This pair is separated 3:7 as well, and as before, could be accomplished with two separate 
efficient paths, 2-1-4. The pathway here is labeled (E,F,Bb)/Ab,A,Eb) = 3:7, and their 
relation to the previous pair and path is  described by an adjacent “leg” relation (Eb,E,Bb) 
Tf2 (E,F,Bb); this lies at the point on the network where both pathways overlap. This Tf2 
diagonal becomes a congruent “leg” in the 4-1-2 pathways between the (Eb,E,Bb)/(B,C,F) 
and (Ab,A,Eb)/(E,F,Bb) paths. Since these two paths have one transformational “leg” in 
common, they are therefore coupled. (See Example 24 below.)  
 
Example 24 – Congruent Leg of Two Network 4-1-2 Paths and Subsequent Path 
Expansion:  
 

BCGb  -4- GbGC    -1-  GbGDb  -4-  DbDG -1-  DbDAb -4-  AbAD -1-  AbAEb  -4-  EbEA  -1-   EbEBb -4-  BbBE  -1-   BbBF  -4-   FGbB -1- FGbC 
                   | 
6    2         6        5           6    2         6    5          6     2         6    5          6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5         6     2         6     5          6 | 
                   | 
FGbC -4-  CDbGb      -1-   CDbG -4-   GAbDb-1-  GAbD -4-  DEbAb -1-   DEbA -4-   ABbEb -1-  ABbE  -4-   EFBb -1-    EFB  -4-    BCF  -1-  BCGb 

 
                     - (Ab,A,Eb)/E,F,B)                         - (Eb,E,Bb)/(B,C,F)                    - Coupling 

 
 
 In this way it can be extrapolated that the more sets that are shared between any 
two most-efficient network pathways, the closer these pathways are in their network 
relation. With no sets shared between pathways, the paths would be considered 
disconnected and unrelated. If two pathways meet only at adjacent sets on the network 
they would be considered adjacent to one another. If pathways share a congruent set they 
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would be considered associates. Paths with two or more congruent sets (entailing one 
“leg”) would be considered couplings. Much as pathways are chosen with a preference 
for their efficiency, they will also chosen with a preference for the degree of congruent or 
adjacent sets. These relations allow pathways to extend into new network territory. 
 Referring back to Example 24, the (Ab,A,Eb) set is also close in relation to the 
previous (Eb,E,Bb) set, sharing the Eb, and a network distance of 2:5. The relationship 
between the previous (B,C,F) and the new (Ab,A,Eb) is less direct, as they lie farther apart 
on the network. At a most efficient 5:8, they share no common tones. These two sets are 
distant, although they are closely related to sets in the congruent leg. In other words they 
are the outermost sets in two coupled pathways, much like houses on the opposite ends of 
two adjoining blocks. 
 The next presentation of new 3-5 sets is in measures 2-3 of Letter A, where the 3-
5 sets are presented in the following pairs:  the previous combination (Ab,A,Eb)/(E,F,Bb) 
3:7 and a new (B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G) 3:5. In this instance there are no common tones between 
any of the sets, so the relations between the 3-5 pairs are all distant. There is no coupling 
or adjacency in the pathways either, so they are considered disconnected. However, the 
(B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G) 3:5 pathway (the yellow boxes in Example 24) is an adjacent 
extension from the previous (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb) 3:7 path, as (B,C,F) and (B,C,Gb) are 
adjacent sets.  
 Up to this point in Sisyphus 1971 (Letter A), the 3-5 network pathway is that the 
green ovals (Ab,A,Eb)/(E,F,Bb) 3:7 is coupled to the red boxes (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb) 3:7, 
which is then extended adjacently through yellow shaded (B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G) 3:5. The 
original (Ab,A,Eb) set can now be measured 9:18 to (Db,D,G). This 3-5 Network shows 
how pathways (Ab,A,Eb)/(E,F,Bb) and (B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G) are branching out on the 
network from the original, or central, 3-5 (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb) path.        
 The next occurrence of a 3-5 set pair is in the ninth measure of Letter A: 
(G,Ab,D)/(Eb,E,A) 3:7. See bright blue boxes in example 24. This path/pair extends 
further away from the (Ab,A,Eb)/(E,F,Bb) through coupling, sharing the leg (Ab,A,Eb) Tf4 
(Eb,E,A). In the tenth measure this pair is matched with (Bb,B,F)/(C,Db,Gb) 3:7. These two 
set-pairs are all distant and the pathways are disconnected.  
 What stands out is how this new (Bb,B,F)/(C,Db,Gb) pair becomes a completely 
coupled to two previous set pairs. Though difficult to show on the network graph above, 
it is an associate pathway with (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb), sharing the common (B,C,F) set. It is 
also coupled to the (B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G) path by the common (B,C,Gb) Tf2 (C,Db,Gb) leg. 
By also covering the adjacent connection-point between these two previous paths, the 
(B,C,F) Tf4 (B,C,Gb) leg, where there was previously only an adjacent extension, the 
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(Bb,B,F)/(C,Db,Gb) path now cements this connection-point of paths (Eb,F,Bb)/(B,C,F) and 
(B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G) with coupling on both sides.  
 In summary, branching away from the initial (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb) set pair, a firmly 
established pathway from (G,Ab,D) through (Db,D,G) has been established, and these two 
sets are adjacent extensions as well. The entire network cycle is now completed, the 
center of which contains the most coupled associations, and the exterior having more 
pathway adjacency, associations, and extensions as the branching-out continues. (See 
Example 25.) 
 
Example 25 - 3-5 Set Pair Network Paths in Sisyphus 1971:  
 (Numbers in order of appearance.)  
Bold font above indicates set coupling (on vertical); arrows indicate adjacent extension.  

 

  

                                                                                                                1. (Eb,E,Bb) T2 (E,F,Bb) T1 (E,F,B) T4 (B,C,F)  T1 3. (B,C,Gb) 

T2 (C,Db,Gb) T1 (C,Db,G) T2 (Db,D,G)  

                                                                      2. (Ab,A,Eb) T4 (Eb,E,A) T1 (Eb,E,Bb) T2 (Eb,F,Bb) 

                           4. (G,Ab,Db) T2 (Ab,A,D) T1 (Ab,A,Eb) T4 (Eb,E,A)                                          5. (Bb,B,F) T2  (B,C,F)  T1     (B,C,Gb) 

T2 (C,Db,Gb) 

 
 
 In the above example, the network paths can be seen branching away from the 
central path segment. Notice how the central section of the overlapping paths is a 
neighbor zone. The exception is where (E,F,B) and (Bb,B,F) overlap, which is a Mobiüs 
exchange point, although the 5th path reinforces what at first was only an extension. It 
would be interesting to continue mapping the 3-5 set pairs throughout the rest of Sisyphus 
1971, but the limited scope of this paper requires that the above examples should suffice.  
 
 

3-5 to 3-9 Set Common Tone Conversions 
 The following explanations are a bit more complex, but are the foundation to the 
analysis of the six-note structures that are so prominent in Sisyphus 1971. The previous 
3-9 and 3-5 Transformational Networks are a way to show relations between identical set 
classes only. Since many structures in Sisyphus 1971 use 3-9 and 3-5 sets in combination, 
it would be ideal to develop a network that could incorporate both set classes. To 
accomplish this task, a method for converting one set class into another is required. 
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Because the 3-5 and 3-9 set classes both contain the Perfect 5th/4th interval, it is possible 
to retain two common-tones, and by changing the third note, to convert one set into the 
other. Although this procedure is actually transformational, as made above in the 3-5 or 
the 3-9 networks, I prefer (somewhat arbitrarily) to call this conversion, because the set 
class identity is changed. In other words, a set is converted into the other class, not 
transformed into another version of itself. 
 Conversions of three-note 3-9 and 3-5 sets are voice exchanges wherein two 
common tones in each set are retained, and the changed note creates (converts into) the 
other, 3-5 into 3-9, or 3-9 into 3-5. When converting a 3-9 set into a 3-5 set retaining two 
common tones, the result is four unique letter/number conversions: 
  

 3-9  3-5 
 D,G,C  Db,D,G (the changed voice moves by +1 semitones, or L1) 
   G,Ab,D (the changed voice moves by -4 semitones, or L4) 
   C,Db,G (the changed voice moves by -1 semitones, or U1) 
   Gb,G,C (the changed voice moves by +4 semitones, or U4) 
 

 As was done in the 3-9 transformational network, a U is given as the designation 

whenever the upper fourth of the 3-9 set is retained in the 3-5 set; L is used whenever the 

lower fourth of the 3-9 set is retained in the 3-5 set. To repeat, in transforming a 3-9 set 

into a 3-5 set the U and L indicate the location of the fourth that is retained.  

 A letter/number for semitone change may also be useful when showing the 

conversion of a 3-9 set into a 3-5 set.  

 3-5  3-9 
 C,Db,Gb Db,Gb,B (the changed voice moves by -1 semitones, or L1) 
   Ab,Db,Gb (the changed voice moves by -4 semitones, or U4)  
 Whenever a conversion from a 3-5 to a 3-9 set is made, a U is used to designate 

that the common fourth is the upper fourth in the new 3-9 set, and an L is used to 

designate that the common fourth is the lower fourth in the new 3-9 set. When converting 

from a 3-5 to a 3-9 set, the U and L designate the location of the fourth that is created.  

 Notice that these conversions generate two 3-5 and two 3-9 sets that include the 
same two common tones (Db and Gb); in essence this is a four-set 3-5:3-9 clique. (See 
Example 26.) 
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Example 26 – Four-Set 3-5:3-9 Double Common Tone Adjacent Clique:  

  3-5      3-9 
  C,Db,Gb    Db,Gb,B 
                  
         
                     
  Gb,G,Db      Ab,Db,Gb 
 
 The interrelation of this 3-5:3-9 clique can be better understood by noting the 
movement of the changing tones. All of these sets are adjacent, and share the same two 
common tones. In the linear directions, a (C,Db,Gb) to (Db,Gb,B) is an  L1 conversion, 
whereas the (Gb,G,Db) to (Ab,Db,Gb) is a U1 conversion. On the diagonals, a  (C,Db,Gb) to 
(Ab,Db,Gb) is a U4 conversion, whereas the (Gb,G,Db) to (Db,Gb,B) is an L4 conversion. 
The vertical connection is not a conversion of one set into the other, but a transformation 
of one set into another incarnation of itself. Thus the 3-5 (C,Db,Gb) to 3-5 (Gb,G,Db) is a 
Tf5 and the 3-9 (Db,Gb,B) to 3-9 (Ab,Db,Gb) is a Tf3 (U or L depending on direction). In 
other words, vertical motions indicate transformations, linear and diagonal motions 
indicate conversions; this remains a consistent feature, and as will be seen later, this four-
set adjacent clique is important genesis for the 3-5:3-9 Conversional Network. 
 This conversional network is a complex structure of interweaving 3-5 and 3-9 set 
adjacent transformations and conversions. What is revealed is a common-tone 
relationship between the 3-5 Mobiüs and the 3-9 networks. Both of these three-note set 
networks have been merged, or fused together into a 3-5:3-9 conversional networking. In 
this conversional network, the original 3-9 transformational network is retained along the 
center. The original 3-5 Mobiüs transformations are also apparent, although the original 
four-set 3-5 clique is split between the 0 and 12th conversions, as they sit to the top and 
bottom of the central 3-9 set line. This set pairing limits some of the transformational 
options that are available in the original 3-5 network alone, but becomes that becomes 
necessary in keeping the adjacent relations with the 3-9 sets. The simplest 3-5:3-9 
conversion network can be seen in Appendix 1: 3-5:3-9 Conversion Network.  
 
See Appendix 1 - 3-5:3-9 Conversion Network. 
 
 Notice how the four-set adjacent cliques, two 3-5’s and two 3-9’s, revolve around 
the ‘+’ signs. (The plus signs are not mathematical; they are just used to show 
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connection.)  And again, at conversion 12 the other two complementary 3-5 sets, from the 
3-5 Mobiüs networks’ four-set adjacent clique appear. This network could be useful to 
demonstrate set relations wherever 3-5 and 3-9 sets are combined to form six-note sets 
found in Latham’s Sisyphus 1971. However, the limitation of this network is that it does 
not readily admit the 3-5 Mobiüs Networks’ four-set adjacent cliques, nor the adjacent 
location of the five 3-5 double-common-tone transformations. Incorporating these 3-5 
transformations would give more connection and flexibility to the 3-5 sets in the 3-5:3-9 
Conversional Network, and to accomplish this a double layering of the 3-5:3-9 
Conversion Network is needed.  
 
See Appendix 2 – 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network. 
 
 

 The 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 

 In Appendix 2, one 3-5:3-9 conversional network is layered over another version 

of itself, but staggered by beginning the second (lower) layer at Conversion 12. To 

imitate the Mobiüs nature of the original 3-5 network, a Mobiüs inversion of the outside 

3-5 sets at Conversion 12 are made in this lower 3-5:3-9 layer. This creates vertical 3-5 

set pairs related by Tf6 transformation, running along the center of the this double 

network. These 3-5 pairs do not share an adjacent connection with an adjacent 3-9 set 

because their common tones are a tritone, which is not an interval found in 3-9 sets.  

 The vertical 3-9 sets are also a tritone transposition. In other words, there are two 

linear 3-9 networks (making U transformation left to right) connected vertically at the 

tritone. The tritone pairing of 3-9 sets in the double network helps to integrate the 

conversion of 3-9 (0,2,7) with 3-5(0,1,6).14  The exterior 3-5 sets are also connected by 

tritone interval adjacency. Having a centerline of 3-5 set pairs (related by a shared 

tritone), and exterior lines 3-5 sets (also related by shared tritone interval), gives the 

vertical 3-5 relations symmetry with the vertical 3-9 relations as well.15   

                                                
14 This is similar to the way dominant seventh chords work around the cycle of fifths. Sharing major 3rds 
and minor 7ths, their roots are separated by a tritone: i.e. C7 and F#7. 
15 Without making the Mobiüs exchange of the outside 3-5 sets in the second layer, the double network 
would have interior and exterior vertical pairs of 3-5 sets related by Tf1 transformation, and common tones 
of the half-step interval. In this case the vertical 3-5 sets would have less tritone symmetry with the vertical 
3-9 sets, although the double network would still work and possibly even have some advantages. 
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 This layered network also has the four-set adjacent cliques, two 3-5’s and two3-

9’s sets, that cluster around the ‘+’ signs; and the 3-5:3-9 integration is very important, as 

the adjacent connection between 3-5 and 3-9 sets is strong on any diagonal. This allows 

the double conversion network to generate six-note sets made of 3-9 and 3-5 sets alone or 

in combination. Example 27 shows one node of the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network. 

Here it is easier to see the relations between the six 3-5 transformations and their 

relations to the two 3-9 conversions.  

 

Example 27 – Eight-Set 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Adjacent Clique Nodule: 

 
 
   Gb,G,Db   C,Db,G    
  
 
 Db,Gb,B       G,C,F 
 
 
 
B,C,Gb                   F,Gb,C 
 
 
 
    
`   C,Db,Gb   Gb,G,C 
 
 
LEGEND: 
 
 3-9  3-5 
 
Transformations: 
T1 – 
T2 -  
T4 -  
T5 -  
T6 -  
Conversions: 
U1 -  
L1 -  
L4 -  
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 Looking again at Appendix 2, notice that the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 

also has several notable symmetries. Notice at the 12th conversion that the original four-

sets of vertical 3-5’s return inverted; this becomes a mirror inversion point in the network 

and demonstrates how any 3-5 set is in two places at once. Another interesting aspect of 

the Double Conversion Network is the amount of half-step transpositions among diagonal 

sets. Notice the diagonal relations between the two 3-9 linear sets move in descending 

half steps from left to right. The exterior 3-5 sets do the same on the exterior diagonal, 

and the interior 3-5 sets move chromatically on their interior diagonals. 

 Limitations of this double network are that the 3-5 linear connection still is not as 

satisfactory as that found in the 3-5 Mobiüs network, because any left-to-right motion 

between 3-5 sets in this network share only one common tone (close) rather than two 

(adjacent), and all five transformations of the 3-5 set are not immediately apparent on a 3-

5 vertical. An understanding of 3-5 exchanges can help remedy the latter problem. 

 

 

3-5 Transformational Exchanges 

 Only the 3-5 sets can make a transformational exchange, and this exchange is 

necessary to preserve the five 3-5 set transformations. A 3-5 exchange happens any time 

a 3-5 set transforms in such a way to cause it to skip over a neighbor set. Since any 3-5 

transformation requires adjacency, a 3-5 set may move to sets other than those that are 

right next to it in network location. When a 3-5 set leaps over its network neighbor, an 

exchange takes place. A 3-5 exchange can happen vertically or diagonally only as long as 

the two 3-5 sets share two common tones that make the transformational exchange 

possible. It is important to emphasize that even though the 3-5 sets are making an 

exchange, they are still adjacently related, and thus considered adjacent  

 On the vertical, a 3-5 exchange occurs any time an exterior or interior set crosses 

the center, skipping over a neighboring 3-5 or 3-9 set. Any of the vertical 3-5 sets can 

transform and make a diagonal exchange (across a diagonally adjacent 3-9 set) from 

either one of the interior 3-5 rows to either of the exterior rows via their tritone common-

tone relations. The important distinction is that these diagonal exchanges are limited in 

direction; a 3-5 jump from interior to exterior, or a 3-5 outward diagonal, can be made to 
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the right direction only, and a 3-5 jump from exterior to interior, or a 3-5 inward diagonal 

can be to the left direction only. (Remember, these unique 3-5 diagonal exchanges are 

transformations, not conversions, even though they skip over an adjacent 3-9 set.)  If the 

direction is correct, either of the interior 3-5 sets can make this jump to either of the 

exterior sets, and vice versa. The difference is only in whether the transformational 

‘jump’ will cross the center-line between the connection of the central 3-5 pairs. This 

important 3-5 diagonal (transformational) exchange is similar to the “flip” exchange 

needed in the 3-5 Mobiüs network and, more importantly, allows the double conversion 

network to incorporate all of the 3-5 set transformations. Any four vertical 3-5 sets, and 

the two exterior 3-5 sets to their immediate right, comprise a 3-5 set and all five of its 

transformations. (See Example 28.) 

 

Example 28 – 3-5 Transformational Exchanges on the 3-5:3-9 Double Network: 

 
3-5  3-9  3-5  3-9  3-5 
C,Db,G    F,Gb,C    Bb,B,F 
       |           G,C,F         |  C,F,Bb        | 
   (Tf5)       (Tf5)      (Tf5) 
       |           |          | 
Gb,G,C     B,C,F    E,F,Bb 
---(Tf6) -------(CENTER)--------(Tf6)-----------(CENTER)----(Tf6)------------------ 
C,Db,Gb   F,Gb,B    Bb,B,E 
       |           |          | 
    (Tf 5) Db,Gb,B              (Tf5)  G,Bb,E       (Tf5) 
       |                                               |           | 
Gb,G,Db   B,C,Gb   E,F,B 
 
The following are the unlabelled 3-5 exchanges indicated by the arrows: 
 
Gb,G,C to F,Gb,C = Tf2  (diagonal exchange not crossing the center) 
C,Db,Gb to B,C,Gb = Tf2 (diagonal exchange not crossing the center) 
B,C,F to Bb,B,F  = Tf2 (diagonal exchange not crossing the center) 
F,Gb,B to E,F,B  = Tf2 (diagonal exchange not crossing the center) 
C,Db,Gb to F,Gb,C = Tf4 (diagonal exchange crossing the center) 
Gb,G,C to B,C,Gb = Tf4 (diagonal exchange crossing the center) 
B,C,F to E,F,B = Tf4 (diagonal exchange crossing the center) 
F,Gb,B to Bb,B,F = Tf4 (diagonal exchange crossing the center) 
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The following are the unlabelled center-crossing 3-5 vertical transformations. All of these 
transformations cross over at least one of the central 3-5 pairs: 
 
C,Db,G to C,Db,Gb = Tf1 (vertical exchange) 
Gb,G,Db to Gb,G,C = Tf1 (vertical exchange) 
Gb,G,C to C,Db,Gb = Tf6 (vertical exterior exchange) 
 
 Let us now summarize the 3-5 transformational exchanges. The Tf2’s and Tf4’s 

are diagonal; Tf2’s cross the centerline; Tf4’s do not. Tf1’s are vertical exchanges that 

cross the centerline, and Tf6 exchanges occur on the exterior or interior. In this way it can 

now be seen that the Double Conversion Network features vertical 3-5 transformations, 

diagonal 3-5 exchanges, adjacent horizontal 3-9 transformations, and adjacent diagonal 

conversions of 3-5 and 3-9 sets (any adjacent diagonal move is a conversion). However, 

before we can use the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network in analysis of Sisyphus 1971, 

a better understanding of six-note sets, and particularly how three-note sets can be 

combined to generate them, is necessary. 

 

 

Six-Note Combinations from Three Note Sets 

 As seen previously, 3-5 and 3-9 sets, either alone or in combination, can be 

combined to form six-note sets. To create a six-note set from two three-note sets, there 

cannot be any common tones between them. Thus the three-note set combinations must 

be distantly related, or beyond the common-tone barrier established previously by 

adjacent pathway transformations in the 3-5 and the 3-9 networks, that is, separated by 

enough transformations or conversions to generate six unique pitch classes.  

 Of the six-note sets found in Sisyphus 1971, only the 6-Z6 set can be created with 

a combination of two 3-5 sets, and only 6-Z32 can be produced by combination of 3-9 

sets. Therefore these six-note sets are homogeneous structures and the exterior sets in 

their pathways will always be the same. The 6-Z33, 6-Z48, and 6-18 sets can only be 

created using a combination of 3-5 and 3-9 sets. These six-note sets are hybrid structures, 

and the exterior sets in the pathway will always be of a different set class. The 6-Z38 set 

can be created with combinations of two 3-5 sets or two 3-9 sets. For this reason it is a 

curious homogeneous and hybrid; the exterior sets in the pathway will always be the 
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same, but they may be either 3-5 or 3-9 sets. With only two minor exceptions, these are 

all of the six-note sets found in Sisyphus 1971.  The following is more information 

regarding these six-note Sisyphus 1971 sets. 

 
The 6-Z6 Set 

• This is the set (0,1,2,5,6,7) or (C,Db,D,F,Gb,G)16 
• The interval class vector is 421242 
• This set is homogeneous, created only from two distant 3-5 sets. 

 
The 6-Z38 Set 

• This is the set (0,1,2,3,7,8) or (C,Db,D,Eb,G,G) 
• The interval class vector is 421242 
• This set is Homogeneous/Hybrid, created either from two distant 3-5 sets, or two 

3-9 sets, but not from a combination of distant 3-5 and 3-9 sets. 
 

The 6-Z6 and 6-Z38 are complementary to each other, as they share the same interval 

vectors. They are alternated exclusively in the first section of the work, and return again 

in the closing section of the piece. 

 
The 6-18 Set 

• This is the set (0,1,2,5,7,8) or (C,Db,D,F,G,Ab)  
• The interval class vector is 322242. 
• This set is a hybrid, created only from a combination of distant 3-5 and 3-9 sets. 

 
The 6-33 Set 

• This is the set (0,2,3,5,7,9) or (C,D,Eb,F,G,Ab)  
• The interval class vector is 143241. 
• This set is a hybrid, created only from a combination of distant 3-5 and 3-9 sets. 

 
The 6-18 and 6-33 sets are used extensively during the second and fourth sections of 

Sisyphus 1971. 

 

 These four, six-note sets make up the bulk of the compositional material used 

Sisyphus 1971. All can be demonstrated in pathways on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion 

Network. 

 
                                                
16 All of these six-note set classes are label according to Allen Forte, demonstrated C = 0; the interval 
vector is the number (L to R) of ½ step, whole step, minor third, major third, perfect fourth, and tritone, 
relations found between the members of the set. 
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Labeling Three-note and Six-note Set Relations 

 At this point it might be helpful to reiterate the associations among sets and paths. 

Three-note sets are defined as adjacent if they share two common tones; close if they 

share one common tone; distant if they have no common tones.  

 The way three-note sets and their resulting paths generate six-note sets can be 

labeled as well. Six-note set-path pairs are homogeneous if their exterior pathway sets are 

comprised of the same three-note set class, or hybrid if their exterior pathway sets are 

comprised of two differing three-note set classes. Six-note sets can also be identified and 

plotted by their exterior-set pathways on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network.  

 Set paths are labeled by the way they are connected with each other. When this 

occurs the six-note sets will have a number of common tones. It is possible for paths to 

intersect at interior or exterior sets, in effect sharing a same set position on the network. 

Pathways that pick-up where another has left off are considered adjacent, labeled just as 

the adjacent three-notes sets in the network. When paths share a set they are considered 

associated. Some paths have more than one set in their pathways in common, in this case 

they are considered coupled or even tripled. Coupled paths tend to share two adjacent and 

consecutive sets, however there can be instances where this is not always the case, as 

well, tripled paths generally share three adjacent and consecutive sets.    

 Paths are considered coupled – if they share two or more three-note sets, that is, 

the set paths are overlapping in two or more sets, giving the larger six-note sets that are 

created by these pathways at least four common tones; associated – if the set paths have 

one common three-note set, that is, the six-note generating set paths share only three 

common tones; adjacent – if they meet at two network adjacent three-note sets, giving 

the two paths only two common tones; disconnected – if the paths have no three-note sets 

in common, and at most the six-note sets will share only one common tone. Paths can 

also be tripled – in this case they will have three, three-note sets in common, giving them 

five common tones.  
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Determining Pathway Efficiency 

 Much in the same way that efficiency of paths was determined in the 3-5 Mobiüs 
Network, the number of transformations and conversions can show a six-note set to be 
simple or complex.  In order for a six-note set to be a simple structure, it must by derived 
by a network path in three or less transformations, the most efficient way to generate six-
notes in the network. In a simple six-note set-path, there are normally four consecutive 
sets separated by three transformations/conversions.  One example is pathway 
(B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb), or (Eb,E,Bb)/(B,C,F). On the double network this the path runs:  
 
3-5(B,C,F) L1 conv. 3-9(C,F,Bb) U3 3-9(F,Bb,Eb) U1 conv. 3-5(Eb,E,Bb)  
(Four sets, three transformations, or 3:5, creating a homogeneous and efficient 6-Z6.)   
 

 Notice that the three-note sets that begin and end the path (exterior sets) are 

distantly related, although they are more closely related to sets that are nearer in pathway 

proximity. Any three consecutive sets will be close, and any two consecutive sets are 

adjacent. It is the two exterior sets that generate the completed six-note 6-Z6 set.   

 It can also be helpful to use the number of total semitone motions, in making a 

choice for path efficiency. In the case of 3-5 exchanges, it is possible there can be more 

than one pathway choice. In this case the exchange with the fewest semitone motions is 

considered the most efficient, and therefore the best pathway choice.  

 If more than three transformations are needed to generate the six-note set, it is 

considered complex. In this case the exterior sets are distant, but not all of the interior sets 

in the path will be close or adjacent.  

 Making all of the possible combinations of distant 3-5 and 3-9 sets generates 

seventeen different six-note set results. Of these 6-Z38, 6-27, 6-Z43, and 6-7 are hybrid 

in their exterior sets, and are generated by 3-5 and 3-9 combinations. The rest are 

homogeneous, except for 6-Z38, which is homogeneous/hybrid, and which will be 

explained in more detail <<later in the paper, or where?>>.  

 Nine of the six-note sets are simple in the network, being generated by three 

consecutive transitions: 6-Z6, 6-7, 6-18, 6-Z29, 6-Z32, 6-33, 6-Z38, 6-Z47, and 6-Z41. 

Eight six-note sets are complex, and are generated in four consecutive transitions on the 

double conversion network: 6-48, 6-Z23, 6-Z25, 6-Z49, 6-Z27, 6-42, 6-Z43, and 6-26. A 
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quick review of this list reveals that all of the six-note sets used in Sisyphus 1971 are 

simple structures. In the next section I will outline the most commonly used six-note sets 

found in Sisyphus 1971, and demonstrate these six-note set-class pathways in their order 

of appearance on the Double Conversion Network. 

 

 

6-Z32 Set Pathway Appearances on the Double Network 

 Perhaps the best way to begin is with an examination of the homogeneous six-

note sets. The homogeneous set 6-Z32 is fairly straightforward; it can be shown in any 

three transformations along the 3-9 transformations (marked in light yellow), and is thus 

a six-note harmonic stack of perfect fourths. 6-Z32 only appears from Letter I through 

Letter J in Sisyphus 1971, employed four times, and paired in the separate hands of the 

piano part. This is the only instance in the work in which the individual hands can be 

found to produce their own separate six-note sets; in all other instances the hands are 

combined to form the six-note sets. With each occurrence of 6-Z32, two six-note sets are 

paired right hand and left hand.  (See Example 29.) 

 

Example 29 – 6-Z32 Set Appearance in Separate Hands of Piano in 

Measures 5-6 of Letter J: 

 (6-Z32 sets are in blue.) 

 

 (In the above example the first A-natural in the tenor voice is an editorial 
oversight, and should be an Ab. When the passage is repeated in the next measure, this 
note is marked Ab.) 
 
  The first 6-Z32 pathway is found in the left-hand part at Letter I. (Bb,Eb,Ab)/ 
(Db,Gb,B) is efficiently 3:9, or three adjacent U3 transformations on the network. It is 
simple and homogeneous, and the interior sets in the path are adjacent. In the right-hand 
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part another 6-Z32 set is written, outlining the path (E,A,D)/(G,C,F) also marked in 
yellow. This path is also simple and homogeneous. These sets are disconnected; they lie 
in exact relation to one another above and below on the Double Network, having a tritone 
transpositional relationship. They are shaded in light yellow on Appendix 3. 
 
See Appendix 3 – 6-Z32 Set Pathways on the 3-5:3-9 Double Network. 

 

 In the fifth and sixth measures of Letter J, the second path pair occurs. The left-
hand 6-Z32 path (F,Bb,Eb)/(Ab,Db,Gb) is paired with the R.H. 6-Z32 path (E,A,D)/G,C,F), 
which was also the previous R.H. part at Letter I. The L.H. set is a coupled L expansion 
from the first L.H. path at Letter I. The extended 3-9 set (F,Bb,Eb) is shaded in orange, 
branching out to the left on the Double Network.  
 The third 6-Z32 path pairing is L.H. (Ab,Db,Gb)/(B,E,A) and R.H. 
(A,D,G)/C,F,Bb), which is repeated verbatim a final time in the two measures that lead 
into Letter K, concluding the usage of 6-Z32 in Sisyphus 1971. This L.H. set is a coupled 
expansion, continuing two transformations in the U direction, shaded in blue. The R.H. 
set is a coupled U expansion, with the new set (C,F,Bb) marked in pink and extending to 
the right. Notice the balanced expansion surrounding the coupled 3-9 sets, marked with 
black outlines. These outlined sets are shared by three separated set paths, effectively 
tripling the connection of these sets to the individual set paths. The exterior sets in both L 
and U expansions are now adjacent, in effect completing an entire cycle of 3-9 
transformations on the network.  
 
 

6-Z6 Set Pathway Appearances on the Double Network 
 Usage of the homogeneous 3-5: 6-Z6 paths is commonplace in Sisyphus 1971. 
This set-path is incorporated in the opening Resistance Motive. (See Example 30.)  
 
Example 30 – Homogeneous 6-Z6 in the Resistance Motive  
 (3-5 sets are in red; 6-Z6 is in blue.) 
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See Appendix 4 – 6-Z6 Set Pathways on the 3-5:3-9 Double Network. 

 

 This first 6-Z6 pathway is (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb), shaded in blue in Appendix 4. Notice 
how this pathway occurs in two simultaneous locations. Below the centerline, the path 
runs (B,C,F) L1 conversion (C,F,Bb) U3 Tf (F,Bb,Eb) U1 conversion (Eb,E,Bb), or 3:5; 
above the centerline the U and L conversions are reversed. Both of these pathways are 
equivalent, homogeneous, efficient, and simple.  
 Recreating these pathway shapes at other locations on the network, incorporating 
other similar set types and transformations, guarantees the generation of the same exterior 
sets, and thus the same six-note set-class will result; this is to say that any pathways that 
are exactly the same “network shape” are transpositional recreations on the network.  
 Due to their homogeneous 3-5 nature, the 6-Z6 paths are very similar to the 3-5 
set pair analysis that was discussed in regard to the 3-5 Mobiüs Network.  
 The second occurrence of 6-Z6 is at Letter A, and the second path is 
(Ab,A,Eb)/(E,F,Bb), marked with white boxes in Appendix 4. Again, as are all 6-Z6 sets, 
the path and its mirror image are homogeneous, simple, and efficient. Notice how this 
path is associated with the original path through a 3-9 set (F,Bb,Eb).  
 The next 6-Z6 path is appears melodically in the piano in the seventh measure of 
Letter A, (E,F,Bb)/(B,C,F), but this is merely a return to the initial 6-Z6 path.  
 It is in the ninth measure of Letter A that the third 6-Z6 path (G,Ab,D)/(Eb,E,A) 
appears, marked in pink shading in Appendix 4. This path appears disconnected from the 
previous 6-Z6 pathways; however it is actually an adjacent extension of the 3-5 set 
(Eb,E,Bb) from the second path, which is a Tf1 vertical exchange of (E,F,Bb). Recall that 
all of the vertical 3-5 sets are adjacent, making any pathway that begins or ends at the 
same 3-5 vertical, at least adjacent, or associated if they share the same 3-5 set.  
 The fourth 6-Z6 path occurs in the piano four measures before Letter B, 
(D,Eb,A)/(Bb,B,E), marked with yellow shading and linked to the previous pink path in 
Appendix 4. Path 4 is associated with the path 3 by 3-9 (E,A,D), and is an adjacent 
extension of path 2, where 3-5 (E,F,Bb) and (Bb,B,E) adjoin with a Tf6 at the centerline, 
and between (Ab,A,Eb) and (D,Eb,A), which are 3-5 exchanges on the other “ends” of 
these two paths. 
 At Letter B the texture changes from a vertical to a horizontal presentation of 6-
Z6 sets. The R.H. of the piano continues the fourth (D,Eb,A)/(Bb,B,E) path. In measure 
ten and eleven of Letter B the piano presents the fifth 6-Z6 path (Ab,A,D)/(C,Db,G), 
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marked in green in Appendix 4. Path 5 is associated with path 3 by 3-5 set (A,D,G), and 
is adjacent to paths 2 and 4.  
 The sixth presentation of 6-Z6 occurs in the measure before Letter C, and 6-Z6 
does not return until five measures before Letter O, as a recapitulation in the closing 
section of the work. The pathway here is difficult to discern from the music, but 
(G,Ab,Db)/(B,C,Gb) is probably the best realization, and is shaded in tan on Appendix 4. 
This sixth 6-Z6 pathway is an adjacent extension of paths 1 and 3. 
 At three measures before Letter O, a seventh 6-Z6 path returns as 
(Db,D,Ab)/(A,Bb,Eb), shown in Appendix 4 with violet. Path 7 is associated to the 
previous 3-9 (Bb,Eb,Ab) from path 2, and is an adjacent extension of  paths 1 and 3.  
 In the measure before Letter O, the eighth 6-Z6 path is (A,Bb,E)/(F,Gb,B), and it is 
shaded in grey. This path 8 is associated with 3-9 (B,E,A) from path 4, and is an adjacent 
extension of paths 1, 3, 6, and 7. Notice how paths 1 and 8 are adjacent at both exterior 
sets; this is also true of paths 2 and 4, and paths 3 and 7. Paths 5 and 6 can be seen as 
extended associative linking paths.  
 Here it is seen that an entire network cycle of 6-Z6 pathways has been completed, 
and the final set-paths presentations in Sisyphus 1971 become repetitions taken from the 
beginning of the piece. In effect these final set-paths begin the cycle again, creating a 
cyclic recapitulation, although the set presentation is reversed.  
 At two and three measures before Letter Q, the 6-Z6 path is (F,Gb,B)/(A,Bb,E), 
which was just previously presented as path 8. Four measures from the ending the 6-Z6 
path is the pair (E,F,Bb)/(Ab,A,Eb); this is path 2. The final 6-Z6 path, the second measure 
before the end is (E,F,Bb)/(Ab,A,Eb), was the original 6-Z6 path 1, and its return here 
creates a retrograde effect in the set presentation in the coda section of Sisyphus 1971.  
 
 

6-Z38 Set Pathway Appearances on the Double Network 
 6-Z6 and 6-Z38 are appear in constant alternation, from the introduction through 
Letter C of Sisyphus 1971. Due to its homophonic/hybrid 3-5 or 3-9 structure, 6-Z38 can 
take many differing pathways on the Double Network, and compositionally 6-Z38 is a 
very versatile six-note set.  
 As was seen in the previous 3-9 network discussion, the 6-Z38 set is made of 3-9 
exterior set combinations on page one of the score. This first 6-Z38 set path is 
(Ab,Db,Gb)/(A,D,G). The set is homogeneous and the pathway simple—notice that the 
exterior sets are also 3-9’s, a half-step transposition. Marked in light yellow on Appendix 
5 and 6, the path is 3-9 (Ab,Db,Gb) L1 (G,Ab,Db) Tf6 (Db,D,G) L1 (A,D,G), 3:8 
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See Appendix 5 – 6-Z38 Set Pathways on the 3-5:3-9 Double Network.  
  
 This 6-Z38 path also appears in the measure before Letter A, and again the 3-9 
pair (Ab,Db,Gb)/ (A,D,G), but notice in the following example the amount of 3-5 
combinations contained in this expression, circled in red. This partly demonstrates how 6-
Z38 is homogeneous and yet hybrid. 
 
Example 31 – 3-9 and 3-5 combinations in 6-Z38 the measure before Letter A: 
 (3-9 sets are circled in yellow; 3-5 sets are circled in red.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 More than just a simple 3-9 pair, the 3-5 transformations create a simultaneous 
conglomerate (Db,D,Ab)-(G,Ab,Db), or a Tf5 transformation, followed by (G,Ab,D)-
(G,Ab,Db), or a Tf1. On the horizontal, the R.H. has (G,Ab,Db)-(G,Ab,D), a Tf1, and the 
L.H. (G,Ab,D)-(G,Ab,Db), a Tf1. These four sets are close, all sharing the common tone 
Ab, and these subsequent pairs are adjacent. They exhibit a technique I call nesting, 
wherein several sets occupy the same sounding space via common tones. This technique 
will be explored in more detail later. 
 In Appendix 5, the white boxes show the nested 3-5 sets from Example 28, and 
the light blue shaded boxes show the other 3-5 sets that could potentially be nested as 
well, still maintaining the integrity of this 6-Z38 set. The 3-5 set (Gb,G,D) also contains 
common tones for this particular 6-Z38 region. The dashed lines surround a grouping of 
eight three-note sets that form this complete 6-Z38 region in the Double Network; that is, 
the region of sets that contain the notes that comprise this particular 6-Z38 set. 
 The second presentation of 6-Z38 is at Letter A. Here the path is 
(Db,Gb,B)/(D,G,C)-3:11, two 3-9 sets are marked in light green on Appendix 5 and 6. 
This second 6-Z38 path is symmetrical with and adjacent to the previous 6-Z38 path.  
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 In the second measure of Letter A the third 6-Z38 set is generated from two 3-5 
sets (Db,D,G) and (B,C,Gb). At first encounter this would seem to be an example of a 
complex network path, as this pair appears to need at least four moves to generate. Black 
arrows mark this complex path in Appendix 5; 3-5(Db,D,G) Tf6 (G,Ab,Db) L1 conv.3-9 
(Ab,Db,Gb) U3 (Db,Gb,B) U1 conv. 3-5 (B,C,Gb) equals 4:11. However, this complex 
pathway uses no exchanges and is not the most efficient (Db,Gb,B)/(B,C,Gb) pathway. 
Looking again at Appendix 5, trace the (red dashed line) path of 3-5 sets in dark green 
boxes. The (B,C,Gb) diag. Tf2 exch.(C,Db,Gb) Tf6 (Gb,G,Db) Tf1 (Db,D,G) is a more 
efficient 3:9 pathway choice.  
 Notice that this (Db,D,G)/(B,C,Gb) path is at once an associate of both the 
previous paths, sharing the (C,Db,Gb) of path 2, and the (Db,D,G) set of path 1. This path 
is also extending the previous sets through the (Gb,G,Db) and (B,C,Gb). At the same time, 
these extensions (Gb,G,Db) and (B,C,Gb) have adjacent relations to both of the previous 
paths. This 6-Z38 (Db,Gb,B)/(B,C,Gb) should be considered an associate adjacent pathway 
extension of both the previous 6-Z38 paths.  
 Solving the riddle of the 6-Z38 homogeneous and hybrid properties, is an 
interesting melodic expression of 6-Z38, found in the piano part in the fifth and six 
measures of Letter A. (See Example 32.) 
 
Example 32 – 3-5 Transformations Forming 6-Z38: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Beginning with the half-note high C, notice that this example is a homogeneous 
series of 3-5 transformations that form the larger 6-Z38 set as each note appears: C, then 
B, C, and Gb to form the first 3-5 set (B,C,Gb); the following Db forms (C,Db,Gb) a Tf2 
and an interior diagonal exchange on the double network; followed by G forming 
(Gb,G,Db) a Tf6 and vertical exchange; finally a D which forms (Db,D,G) appears from a 
Tf6 and an interior diagonal center-crossing exchange, or a 3:14. Forming 6-Z38 from a 
homogenous 3-5 (B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G)-3:9, is an excellent demonstration of 3-5 exchanges 
in relation to paths and efficiency on the double network. Without any 3-9 conversions, 
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this path is composed entirely of 3-5 set transformation, demonstrating that 
(B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G) at 3:9 is a simple and 3-5 homogeneous pathway, congruent with the 
simple homogeneous 3-9 pathway (Db,Gb,B)/(D,G,C)-3:11, because the six pitches used 
to denote the pathways are exactly the same. Both paths form 6-Z38, though the former 
path (B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G) at 3:9 is a slightly more efficient choice, comprising 2 fewer 
semitone moves.     
 These two homogeneous 6-Z38 paths, one 3-5 exterior and the other 3-9 exterior, 
are associated through the 3-5 set (C,Db,Gb), and all of their other sets have an adjacent 
relationship in the congruent pathway. In this way, 6-Z38 is always homogeneous (as its 
exterior sets will always be the same three-note type), yet hybrid (as these exterior sets 
may be either 3-5 or 3-9 sets). Thus 6-Z38 has two congruent and efficient pathways, 
constituting two separate three-note homogeneous set identities, the 3-5 pathway being 
only slightly more efficient.       
 The eighth measure of Letter A presents the fourth 6-Z38 set path 
(Bb,Eb,Ab)/(A,D,G) in the saxophone as well as the piano parts. This is yet another 6-Z38 
pathway design on the network, and is shaded in light orange on Appendix 6.  
 
See Appendix 6 - 6-Z38 Homogeneous-Hybrid Set Pathways on the 3-5:3-9 Double 
Conversion Network – Ctd. 
 
 This fourth 6-Z38 pathway (Bb,Eb,Ab)/(A,D,G) is a mirror image of the previous 
homogeneous 3-9 versions (A,D,G)/Ab,Db,Gb) and (D,G,C)/(Db,Gb,B) in Appendix 5, and 
all of these paths have two exterior 3-9 sets and two interior 3-5 sets. Sharing the 3-9 
(A,D,G) set, (Bb,Eb,Ab)/(A,D,G) and path 1, (A,D,G)/Ab,Db,Gb), are associate extensions.   
 The fifth 6-Z38 set path is (C,F,Bb)/(Db,Gb,B) in measure 9 of Letter A, shaded in 
bright pink in Appendix 6. It again is a 3-9 exterior version, and the (Db,Gb,B) set makes 
this path an associate of path 2, (D,G,C)/(Db,Gb,B).  
 In measure 10, the sixth 6-Z38 path (C,Db,Gb)/(Bb,B,F) appears. This set is a new 
3-5 exterior shape, in bright yellow in Appendix 6, and is efficiently achieved with 3-5 
exchanges. The (C,F,Bb) associates it with path 5, and the (C,Db,Gb) set makes it an 
associate of path 2. 
 The seventh 6-Z38 path (C,F,Bb)/(B,E,A) is revealed in measure 13, shaded in 
bright turquoise in Appendix 6. What is immediately apparent is how the (C,F,Bb) set is 
becoming such an integral association between the previous three 6-Z38 set paths. Path 
seven is coupled to path 4 and also associated to path 6 at this point.  
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 The eighth 6-Z38 set path is in measure 14, (D,G,C)/(Eb,Ab,Db). It is an associate 
of paths 2 and 3, is coupled to path 1, and is shaded in olive green in Appendix 6.   
 In measure 15, an ninth homogeneous 3-9 pair (Ab,Db,Gb)/G,C,F) generates a 6-
Z38 and fills in the previously unused pathway, shaded in light rose pink (occupying the 
space between the olive and bright pink paths in Appendix 6). This path is coupled to the 
second path/pair (D,G,C)/(D,Gb,B), and associated with paths 1 and 3.  
 The tenth 6-Z38 path is a pair of homogeneous 3-5’s (Eb,E,Bb)/(Db,D, Ab), and is 
melodically displayed in the saxophone part three measures before Letter B. This set 
path, shaded in bright green in Appendix 6, is a slightly different 3-5 exchange 
configuration: (Db,D,Ab) Tf2 diag. exch. (D,Eb,Ab) U4 conv. (Bb,Eb,Ab) L1 conv. (Eb,E,Bb) 
= 3:7. It is associated with path 4 (Bb,Eb,Ab)/(A,D,G).  
 At Letter B the L.H. of the piano has a chromatic line that displays the eleventh 6-
Z38 path shaded in red; the homogeneous 3-5 pair (Bb,B,E)/(Ab,A,Eb) is again a new 3-5 
exchange path. (Ab,A,Eb) Tf5 diag. exch. (Eb,E,A) U4 conv. (B,E,A) L1 conv. (Bb,B,E) = 
3:10, is coupled to the seventh path 3-9 pair (C,F,Bb)/(B,E,A).  
 The twelfth 6-Z38 path, (Bb,Eb,Ab)/(B,E,A), follows in the R.H. in the third 
measure of Letter B, and is shaded in light grey on Appendix6. This path is now 
associated with paths 4, 10, and 11.  
 The saxophone has the thirteenth 6-Z38, (Eb,Ab,Db)/(E,A,D) in measure five at 
Letter B, shaded in blue. This 3-9 homogeneous path is coupled to path 4, and associated 
with path 8. The 3-9 (E,A,D) extends into new network territory. At measures 8-10 the 
piano reiterates this path/pair.  
 In measure 11 of Letter B, the piano has a fourteenth 6-Z38, 3-9 homogeneous 
(F,Bb,Eb)/(Gb,B,E), shaded in bright orange in Appendix 6; it is coupled to path 7 and 
extends into uncovered network territory. In measure 12-13 the piano plays a fifteenth 6-
Z38, in light blue in Appendix 6; the 3-5 pair (Gb,G,C)/(E,F,B) covers new territory with 
the same path design as path 6. It is associated with paths 2, 3, 9 and 14. The saxophone 
reiterates this path in measures 14-15.  
 The final, sixteenth, presentation of 6-Z38 occurs two measures before Letter C in 
the piano, as the 3-9 pair (F,Bb,Eb)/(E,A,D), shaded in violet in Appendix 6, occupying 
one of the only two remaining 3-9 homogeneous 6-Z38 path-spaces left on the network 
and completing a network cycle of 6-Z38 sets. 17  This set is associated with paths 13 and 
14, and is coupled to path 12.  

                                                
17 The other remaining 3-9 homogeneous 6-Z38 path is (G,C,F)/(Gb,B,E) 
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 What the double network reveals about the 6-Z38 set is the great versatility and 
complex interrelations that Latham has achieved in its use, displayed through 
homogeneous/hybrid structuring, unique pathway configurations, and in the territorial 
associations and coupling of congruent sets. It is remarkable how Latham ventures into 
new territories in the network by expanding from previous pathways, using coupling, 
association, and adjacency until most all of the network combinations have been 
presented. He incorporates a total of sixteen 6-Z38 paths. Perhaps most important is the 
3-5 (C,Db,Gb), which is coupled and associated with four paths, making it the most central 
and important set focus in the 6-Z38 network expansion.  
 In summary, the flexibility of 6-Z38 makes it a good choice as the six-note set 
that appears so frequently in Sisyphus 1971. Curiously, at the point he begins to exhaust 
the 6-Z38 network paths, Latham concludes the section and moves into the 6-18 set 
pathways at Letter C. 
 
 

6-18 Set Pathway Appearances on the Double Network 
 Other six-note sets used with great frequency are the hybrid sets 6-Z33 and 6-18; 
their exterior sets will be of different classes. 6-18 first appears in Sisyphus 1971 from 
Letter C to D, and returns again with frequency from Letter G through M. The first 
instance of 6-18 is found in the piano part six measures after Letter A. Melodically 
presented, the set path is (Db,D,G)/(Bb,Eb,Ab) – 3:8, and is shown on Appendix 7 in light 
green. In this case the most efficient path involves a 3-5 vertical exchange. This set 
appearance is an isolated instance and 6-18 won’t return until Latter C. 
 
See Appendix 7 - 6-18 Set Pathways on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network. 
 
 At Letter C the saxophone part performs an arpeggiated cadenza-like version of 6-
18. From this part it is difficult to derive the three-note set pairs. However, in the piano 
part at Letter D, three-note sets are more obvious in the Tumbling Motive. Set motion can 
be seen as R.H. 3-5 (Eb,E,A) joined in close to L.H.(A,Bb,Eb). Then a 3-9 (E,A,D) appears 
closely linked to 3-5’s (A,Bb,Eb) and (Eb,E,Bb), which is followed by 3-9 (A,D,G) and 
then 3-5 (A,Bb,Eb), revealing the hybrid 6-18 path pair (A,D,G)/(Eb,E,Bb).  (See Example 
33.)  
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Example 33 – The 6-18 Hybrid Set Content at Letter D in the Tumbling Motive:  
 (3-5 sets are in red; 3-9 sets are in yellow.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 This second 6-18 set-path  is shown on the Double Network in Appendix 7, 
shaded in bright yellow. The most efficient path in this case involves 3-5 exchanges, 3-9 
(A,D,G) U3 (E,A,D) U1 con. (Eb,E,A) Tf1 (Eb,E,Bb) at 3:5. It is adjacent to path 1 at both 
ending sets. 
 The third 6-18 pathway is found in the fourth and fifth measures of Letter D, 
(Ab,Db,Gb)/(B,C,F), marked in bright green in Appendix 7. This path is an adjacent 
extension from path 1.  
 Latham returns to 6-18 path 2, (A,D,G)/(Eb,E,Bb), in measures 6 and 7 of Letter 
D, imitating the initial Resistance Motive; above it the saxophone performs the same set. 
This path is repeated again in measure 9, and at the end of the measure the chord stack 
returns to 6-18 path 3.   
 At measure 8 of Letter D the saxophone plays a modified version of the Toiling 
Motive using the fourth 6-18 hybrid path, (C,Db,G)/(Gb,B,E), marked in dark orange on 
Appendix 7. This fourth path is an associate of path 3 through the 3-9 (D,Gb,B) set, and is 
adjacent with path 1 through a 3-5 diagonal exchange.  
 In measure 10 of Letter D, the saxophone has (B,C,F)/(A,Db,Gb), or path 3 again. 
In measure 13 the piano alternates path 2 and path 3, ending the 6-18 section and Letter 
D. 
 The next, fifth, appearance of 6-18 paths occurs again as the Tumbling Motive 
returns in the piano part at Letter G. This 6-18 path is in the L.H. of the piano, 
(G,C,F)/(D,Eb,Ab), shaded in pink on Appendix 7, and is combined with a 6-33 set in the 
R.H. It is adjacent to all of the previous 6-18 paths. 
 The sixth 6-18 path is (E,F,Bb)/(Db,Gb,B), two measures before Letter H, shaded 
in light blue on Appendix 7. This path extends into new territory as it is coupled to path 4 
and associated with path 3. It is also adjacent to path 1 through a diagonal 3-5 exchange. 
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 Two measures before Letter I the saxophone and piano have the seventh 6-18 
path, (Gb,G,Db)/(C,F,Bb), marked in violet on Appendix 7. This set expands into new 
network territory through its association with path 5. It is also adjacent to paths 3, 4, 5, 
and 6.  
 At the measure before Letter I the piano has the eighth 6-18 set 
(A,Bb,E)/(Eb,Ab,Db), shaded in tan on Appendix 7. This path is coupled to path 1 and 
associated with paths 2, 3, and 5. Here the 6-18 sets are interrupted until two measures 
before Letter J.  
 At Letter J the piano has the ninth 6-18 set (C,F,Bb)/(Db,D,G),shaded in rose on 
Appendix 7. This path is most efficient as two 3-9 transformations and a 3-5 conversion, 
3:7. This set completely cements paths 5 and 7 through coupling to both, and is 
associated with path 1. It is also adjacent to paths 2, 3, 4, and 6. This gives path 9 strong 
relations all of the previous 6-18 sets, making it the central 6-18 focus in the network so 
far.  
 Five measure after Letter J there is a curious linking of 6-18 derived from the 6-
32 sets observed previously. Two successive 6-18’s are repeated, path ten, 
(D,Eb,A)/(Ab,Db,Gb), and path eleven, (G,C,F)/(Bb,B,E), shaded in red and olive green 
respectively on Appendix 7. Here new network territory is covered by sets (Bb,B,E) and 
(D,Eb,A). Path 10 unifies paths 1, 3, 5, and 8 through its association with all. Path 10 is 
also adjacent to paths 2 and 4. Path 11 is coupled to path 7 and 9, and is associated with 
path 6. Its set (Bb,B,F) marks new network territory.   
 At Letter K the piano harmony presents the twelfth 6-18 path, (Bb,B,F)/(E,A,D), 
shaded in blue-green on Appendix 7. This path is coupled to paths 2 and 11, effectively 
cementing the two paths together. Path 12 is also associated with path 6, and adjacent to 
paths 5, 8, and 9. The saxophone continues to arpeggiate this path for three measures.  
 In the fourth measure of Letter K, the saxophone and piano have the thirteenth 6-
18 path, (Eb,Ab,Db)/(Gb,G,C), shaded in grey on Appendix 7. This path effectively 
cements the territory covered by paths 1, 3, 7, and 10. It is coupled to path 7, sharing the 
(Gb,G,D)-(Gb,G,C) leg, and set 10, sharing the (Eb,Ab,Db)-(Ab,Db,Gb) leg, and is associated 
with the other two sets just mentioned.  
 When the Tumbling Motive returns again to the piano part at Letter L, 6-18 path 7 
is used. To reiterate, the Tumbling motive has used 6-18 paths 2, 5, and 7, consecutively. 
 In the fourth measure of Letter L, a new (fourteenth) 6-18 path, 
(D,Eb,Ab,)/(B,E,A), appears in the piano, shaded in gold on Appendix 7. The (B,E,A) set 
moves into new network territory, expanding from associations with 6-18 paths 2, 5, and 
12, and a coupling to path 10. 
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 In measures five and six of Letter L, Latham continues to break new network 
ground in the piano part, with a fifteenth 6-18 path, (F,Bb,Eb)/(B,C,Gb), shaded in sky-
blue on Appendix 7, and associated with paths 3, 7, 9 and 11. The saxophone part uses 
this same path for four measures. 
 Seven measures before Letter M, the piano continues with 6-18 path fifteen, until 
Latham presents a sixteenth combination, 6-18 (G,Ab,Db)/(E,A,D), shaded in dark grey on 
Appendix 7. This path is coupled to path 2, and associated with path 5, expanding into 
new territory with (G,Ab,Db). The saxophone continues with path sixteen in measures 9-
12 of Letter L, then returns to path fifteen, the last two notes of measure 12 through 
measure 14 of Letter L.  
 From this point forward, none of the 6-18 pathways break any new network 
ground, and as the graph is becoming cluttered, the remaining 6-18 pathways will not 
appear on Appendix 7. Instead of expanding into new territory, the following 6-18 paths 
are used to reinforce the relations between previous paths on the network. These are new 
6-18 combinations that couple, associate, and even “triple” link with the previous 6-18 
set-path combinations.      
 Two measures before Letter M the piano returns to its harp-like arpeggiation with 
a new, seventeenth, 6-18 path (Db,Gb,B)/(G,Ab,D) alternating with the eighteenth pathway 
combination (C,F,Bb)/(Eb,E,A). Both of these paths reinforce and cement previous path 
relations, as new path 17 is coupled to paths 3 and 16, and is associated with paths 4, 5, 
10, 13, 15, and 16; and new path 18 is coupled to paths 2 and 12, and is associated with 
paths 7, 9, and 15. 
 At Letter M the piano has 6-18 path  (Eb,E,A)/(Db,Gb,B). Notice how this 
nineteenth path is a combination of associations between the (Db,Gb,B) end of path 17 and 
the (Eb,E,A) set ending of path 18. On the network, path 19 makes two 3-9 
transformations and a 3-5 conversion. This pathway is coupled to paths 4 and 6, and is 
associated with 2, 3, 12, 14, and again 17 and 18. 
 In the third measure of Letter M is a twentieth 6-18 path ](G,Ab,D)/(C,F,Bb)]. This 
path is associated with the set (C,F,Bb) ending pathway 9, and is comprised of two 3-9 
transformations and a 3-5 conversion. Path 20 is actually tripled to path 9, sharing the 
three 3-9 sets. Path 20 is also coupled to paths 7 and 11, and is associated with paths 5, 
15, and 16.  
 6-18 does not return until Letter O, where it is presented the twenty-first time, in 
the piano part as (Db,D,Ab)/(G,C,F). This path is associated with the ending (G,C,F) set of 
path 11. Path 21 is tripled to paths 1, 5, and 9, and is associated with paths 7 and 11.  
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 Path 22 is introduced in the saxophone in the second measure of Letter O, and 
played by the piano over the next two measures, (A,Bb,Eb)/(Gb,B,E). This path reinforces 
the connection between several other paths, sharing an associated end-set (Gb,B,E) with 
path 4. Path 22 is coupled to path 8, and is also associated with paths 6 and 14; and then 
the saxophone presents path 21 as the final presentation of 6-18, two measures before 
Letter P.       
 The network demonstrates an amazing variety of 3-5 and 3-9 combinations that 
Latham has used to create these 21 different 6-18 sets. The 6-18 set has more 
presentations and interconnections than any of the six-note sets observed on the network 
thus far. Again. it is curious to note how Latham expands into new network territories, 
and then reinforces previous pathways through coupling, even tripling, and association of 
the three-note subsets found in the network pathways.  
 
 

The 6-Z33 Set Pathway Appearances on the Network 
 The hybrid 6-Z33 set is used exclusively at Letter E through G, H and again at 
Letter M and N.  
 
Example 34 – 6-Z33 Hybrid Set Content at Letter E: 
 (3-9 sets are in yellow; 3-5 sets are in red; 6-Z33 sets are in pink.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(The F natural in the piano part at the end of the first measure is an error, and should be a 
G natural; notice the next measure.)  
 
 The first 6-Z33 set path is (B,C,F)/(A,D,G). The most efficient path on the Double 
Network is 3:12. (B,C,F) U4 conv. (G,C,F) L3 (D,G,C) L3 (A,D,G), is highlighted in 
orange on the double network. It is both simple and hybrid, and is characterized by a 3-5 
transformation linked adjacently to three adjacent 3-9 transformations. Notice the central 
3-9 sets on Appendix 8.    
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See Appendix 8 – 6-Z33 Paths on the Double Conversion Network. 
 
 The second 6-Z33 set pathway is (Eb,E,Bb)/(Ab,Db,Gb), from the third measure of 
Letter E; it is marked in violet in Appendix 8. Notice how this pathway runs in the 
opposite direction, (Eb,E,Bb) L4 conv (Bb,Eb,Ab) U3 (Eb,Ab,Db) U3 (Ab,Db,Gb), though 
again it is characterized by the single 3-5 set adjacently connected to three adjacent 3-9 
sets. This path is completely disconnected from (B,C,F)/(A,D,G), but it is interesting to 
note the chromatic relationship between the two (A,D,G) and (Ab,Db,Gb) sets. These two 
path sets alternate every two measures in both the piano and saxophone parts through 
Letter F of Sisyphus 1971. The 6-Z33 set is notable for its linear possibilities, that is, 
(F,G,A,B,C,D) and  (Db,Eb,E,Gb,Ab,Bb), which Latham exploits for the first time in the 
piano part (in octaves) one measure before Letter F. 
 At Letter F the piano harmony is set path three, (Ab,Db,Gb)/(Bb,B,E), marked in 
light yellow on Appendix 8; and the saxophone arpeggiates this set as well for two 
measures. This path is associated with 3-9 end-set (Ab,Db,Gb) of path 2. 
 In the third measure of Letter F, both parts present the fourth set path, 
(D,Eb,A)/(G,C,F), in light green on Appendix 8. Notice how this set extends through 
tripling to path 1. These two set-paths are very congruent, something that might not be 
apparent without the network. In measures five and six the music returns to 6-Z33 path 3. 
The measure before Letter G the music returns to 6-Z33 path 4 in the saxophone and R.H. 
piano, as the Tumbling Theme is introduced. 
 After the Tumbling Theme has run its course at Letter G, 6-Z33 path 5 is 
introduced in measures 1-4 of Letter H in both parts (C,Db,Gb)/(Bb,Eb,Ab); it appears in 
light blue on Appendix 8. Notice how it is associated with the (Ab,Db,Gb) set of path 3, 
and is tripled to path 2. The central 3-9 sets are becoming a very important feature of the 
6-Z33, 3-5 expansion. In measures 5-7, the music returns to 6-Z33 path 1.  
 In measures 8-11 of Letter H, the motivic writing introduces two new 6-Z33 paths 
in succession. First the piano has path 6, (A,Bb,E)/(G,C,F), shaded in light rose pink in 
Appendix 8. Then the saxophone has path 7, (Gb,B,E)/(Db,D,A), in grey. Notice how path 
6 branches out from paths 1 and 4 via its association through (G,C,F), and how path 7 is 
tripled to path 3 and associated with path 2 (Ab,Db,Gb); once again (Ab,Db,Gb) becomes an 
important connective 3-9 set. The next entrance of piano repeats path 7. Here (the last 
two measures of Letter H) Latham switches back to 6-18 to end this section. 
 6-Z33 does not return again until Letter M, where the saxophone part displays 
path 8, (Eb,E,A)/(Db,Gb,B), in the first three measures, shaded in bright pink on Appendix 
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8. This return is followed in measures 3-4, by path 9, (Ab,A,D)/(G,C,F), shaded in bright 
green. Notice how both of these paths extend from familiar 3-9 areas of the network, and 
both appear in the music over 6-18 sets in the piano. Path 8 is coupled to paths 3 and 7. 
Path 9 is tripled to paths 1 and 4, and associated with path 6. At measure 5 of Letter M 
both parts again take up 6-Z33 path 8 for two measures.  
 Three measures before Letter N the tenth 6-Z33 path (C,F,Bb)/(G,Ab,D) appears. 
Shaded in bright yellow on Appendix 8, this path is coupled to paths 1, 4, 6, and 9. The 
measure before Letter N, the scalier presentation of 6-Z33 returns in the piano and the 
saxophone parts. These two six-note scale runs quickly across network 6-Z33 paths 8 to 
path 10. 
  At Letter N the saxophone arpeggiates path 1 over a piano chord comprised of 
(C,F,Bb)/(D,Eb,Ab).18  This chord is 6-Z33 path 11, shaded in bright blue on Appendix 8.  
The introduction of this set brings together the adjacent 3-9 coupled sets. This path is 
adjacent to (Bb,Eb,Ab) set of path 2, and is coupled to path 6. Notice how this coupling 
joins the two strings of coupled 3-9 sets, as marked by the black line on Appendix 8.  
 In measure four of Letter N both parts present (B,E,A)/(Gb,G,Db), which is 6-Z33 
path 12, shaded in red on Appendix 8. This path again extends the coupled 3-9 sets to 
include (B,E,A). Notice how it is coupled to path 7 and tripled to path 8.   
 In measures six and seven of Letter N, the saxophone has 6-Z33 path 11 over a 
piano harmony of the thirteenth 6-Z33 path (Eb,Ab,Db)/(F,Gb,B), shaded in tan on 
Appendix 8. Path 13 extends into new territory with 3-5 set (F,Gb,B), and is coupled to 
paths 2, 3, 5, and 7, and associated to paths 8 and 12.  
 6-Z33 appears four more times as paired scales, two measures before Letter O, 
where the saxophone plays path 13 immediately followed by a new path 14, 
(A,Bb,E)/(D,G,C), shaded in olive green on Appendix 8. This path is coupled to paths 1, 
4,9, and 10.  
 The final 16th note run in the saxophone part at Letter Q is composed of 
alternating new path 15, (Ab,A,Eb)/(Db,Gb,B), shaded in gold, and the last new 6-Z33 set 
path 16, (E,F,Bb)/(D,G,C), shaded in dark blue on Appendix 8. Path 15 enters new 
territory with its 3-5 (Ab,A,Eb) set, is coupled to paths 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, and is associated with 
paths 8 and 12. Path 16 is the final presentation of 6-Z33 in Sisyphus 1971; it is in new 
territory with its exterior (E,F,Bb) set; it is coupled to paths 1 and 6, and is associated with 
path 11.  

                                                
18 There is a misprint in the R.H. of the piano; a Db is indicated, but this accidental should apply to the E-
note above, not this D-note. 
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 The interesting network feature of the entire 6-Z33 set map is the central 3-9 
congruency between the many pathways displayed. This central 3-9 feature also allows 
for the determination of pathway direction as 6-Z33 pathways 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 13, and 16 
move in the U direction, while paths 2,4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 15 move in the L direction 
along the 3-9 network. The network demonstrates a 3-9 directional balance among the 6-
Z33 sets balance as well. It is also interesting to note that the 3-9 set (E,A,D) is the only 
one that has interest congruency in terms of association or coupling. Had this been the 
case, a complete cycle of 3-9 set association would have been achieved.  
 
 

Three-Note Set Nesting 
 Nesting is the term I use in situations where individual three-note set demarcation 
is difficult to achieve. Generally nesting situations occur where there are more than three 
notes, but fewer than six. Often in the piano voicings a four-note chord will be played in 
one hand. In this four-note chord are several three-note set possibilities. A perfect 
example of this in Sisyphus 1971 occurs three measures before Letter H. (See Example 
35.) 
 
Example 35 – 6-18 Three-Note Set Nesting in the Piano Part: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In this example it is difficult to denote the individual three-note sets, although the 
three measures contain enough pitch-class information to determine the six-note set 6-18, 
marked in brown.  Individual 3-9 and 3-5 sets are also abundant here. 3-5 sets (Bb,B,F), 
(Bb,B,E), (E,F,B), (E,F,Bb), (Bb,B,F), (F,Gb,B) and 3-9 sets (Gb,B,E), (F,Gb,B), and 
(Db,Gb,B), can all be derived. Instead of set-pathways, these sets inhabit a specific 6-18 
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region on the network, and like a clutch of eggs, are all nested together in the above 
example. This region is marked with a black line on Appendix 9.  
 
See Appendix 9 – Three-Note Set Nesting Regions on the 3:5-3:9 Double Network. 
 
 Another example of nesting in the 6-Z38 is found in the piano part seven 
measures before Letter C. (See Example 36.) 
 
Example 36 – 6-Z38 Three-Note Set Nesting  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Here the 3-9 sets (Gb,B,E) and (F,Bb,Eb) are marked in yellow. 3-5 set (E,F,Bb) is 
fairly easy to see marked in red, however the 3-5 sets (Bb,B,E), (F,Gb,B), (Eb,E,Bb), 
(E,F,B), (Bb,B,F), and (Eb,E,Bb) are also possible, and less apparent. Here a network 6-
Z38 region is implied, marked in red on Appendix 9.  
 In these two instances regions are more practical than the set-paths in describing 
the three-note set content implied by the six-note sets. Notice how both regional 
examples contain an entire row of 3-5 vertical transformations, and differ only in the use 
of one 3-9 set. These two regions have five common tones, and in pathway terms, they 
are tripled. In this regional mapping, the two regions share six common three-note sets, of 
their individual seven set total. Recreating these regional shapes in any other area of the 
network will produce the same six-note set types. In fact, any of the six-note sets 
produced by 3-5 and or 3-9 sets will generate its own unique network regional shape. 
When 3-5 and 3-9 sets are difficult to ascertain, this regional technique may be useful in 
understanding the 3-5 and 3-9 three-note set content of the six-note sets on the double 
network. 
 Appendix 10 shows several of the common six-note sets from Sisyphus 1971 as 
regions on the double network. Although this is not an exhaustive mapping of the total 
possible regional shapes, it is a good representation of the six note sets as they overlap in 
a common network region. 
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Six-Note Set Paths In Order of Appearance in Sisyphus 1971 
 At this point the six-note sets have been mapped according to set-class appearance 
only. It is important to show how the six-note sets used in Sisyphus 1971 actually appear 
on the network as they are introduced in the music. To do an exhaustive mapping of the 
entire work is beyond the scope of this paper; however an introduction to this process is 
certainly appropriate. 
 The first set path is 6-Z6 [(B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb)]; it is shaded in light blue on 
Appendix 11. The second set path is the first 6-Z38 [(A,D,G)/(Ab,Db,Gb)]; it is shaded in 
light yellow. These two sets are alternated during the first page of the score through 
Letter A. Using the network, it can be seen that the exterior sets are separated by either 6-
33 paths (A,D,G)/(B,C,F) or (Eb,E,Bb)/Ab,Db,Gb). The other exterior set combinations 
produce 6-18 paths (B,C,F)/Ab,Db,Gb) and (A,D,G)/Eb,E,Bb). On the network it is easy to 
make a measurement of pathway distance between the initial 6-Z6 and 6-Z38 sets. 
Without the network this would not be as readily visualized, nor as apparent. In other 
words, even though the two sets lie distantly on the network, their specific distance has 
implied and simple pathway relations. 
 The third set is the second 6-Z6 [(E,F,Bb)/(Ab,A,Eb)], shaded in light rose pink (3.) 
on Appendix 11, is introduced at Letter A. Compared to the previous 6-Z38 set, this 6-Z6 
path is distant, and the combination of their end sets creates a complex pathway (meaning 
a minimum of four network moves to accomplish the transition and achieve six distinct 
path classes). Notice that the two sets share A and Ab common tones as well. What is 
clear from the network is the relation this new 6-Z6 set has with the first 6-Z6 
incarnation, namely the 3-5 (F,Bb,Eb) association discussed previously, implying that this 
relationship is probably more important. 
 The fourth set is the second 6-Z38 [(D,G,C)/(Db,Gb,B)], shaded in light green (4.)  
on Appendix 11, also appears in the first measure of Letter A. Now a pattern begins to 
clearly emerge as the pairs of 6-Z6 and 6-Z38 sets are revealed with their end-sets 
separated by 6-33/6-18 set paths.  
 The fifth and sixth sets are the third 6-Z38 [(B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G)], shaded in bright 
green (5.), and the third 6-Z6 [(Eb,E,A)/(Gb,A,D)] shaded in bright pink (6.) on Appendix 
11. What becomes apparent here is how both of these sets paths are expansions of 
previous sets. Set path 5 expands out of 4 via its association through 3-5 (C,Db,Gb) and 
out of 2 via its association with 3-5 (Db,D,G)—thus set 5 is a linking set between 2 and 4. 
Set path 6 expands out of 2 via its association with 3-9 (A,D,G), but it is adjacent to set 4, 
and to set 3 (via a 3-5 diagonal exchange) as well. Notice that sets 5 and 6 are also 
adjacent to set 1. The relationship between these two sets, 5 and 6 on Appendix 1, is a 
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double adjacency, with common tones of D and G, shared by the 6-Z38 exterior set 
(Db,D,G), the 6-Z6 exterior set (G,Ab,D), and an interior set (A,D,G). The network 
demonstrates a clear interrelationship between all of the sets presented thus far in 
Sisyphus 1971. 
 
 

The Four-Note Section in Sisyphus 1971 
Letter I through J is the only section of Sisyphus 1971 wherein Latham departs from his 
dedication to structures derived from the six-note sets. Here he emphasizes four-note 
groupings in both parts, begun by a four-note motive in the saxophone at Letter I. 
Although the groupings tend to be organized into four-note arrangements, the 3-5 set 
class still abounds in this section. In fact, most of the four-note structures can be seen as a 
3-5 set with an added note. There are still six-note sets that are found between Letter I 
And K, notably the 6-32 sets (covered previously) that are found in the separate hands of 
the piano. Other six-notes sets such as 6-Z19 and 6-Z44, which are complementary and 
used in succession, and 6-Z4,8 can also be identified; but their usage is limited to isolated 
appearances. What is interesting in this section are the four-note sets 4-13, 4-18 and 4-19. 
4-13 and 4-19 only occur once, but 4-18 is used five times. Each of these sets can be seen 
as a 3-5 set with an added note. (See Example 37.) 
 
Example 37 – Four-Note Set 4-18 in the Piano Part at Letter I: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In this example the 4-18 set can be seen from the piano part as the 3-5 (Db,D,G) 
with an added Bb. This sonority is interesting because its internal three-note combinations 
generate ambiguous major, minor, and diminished qualities. Since the added Bb does not 
generate a 3-5 or 3-9 set when combined with any two of the other three notes, no set 
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nesting is implied and the conversion network is inadequate for analysis. The Bb can be 
obtained on the network only by looking to the next 3-5 vertical in the U direction (left), 
and there, Bb’s abound. This four-note section is brief and serves as an effective departure 
from the six-note structure that surrounds it.  As a departure, it does not detract from the 
validity of the three and six-note network analysis of Sisyphus 1971, especially when the 
appearance of other unique six-note sets and techniques, and again, the incorporation of 
the 3-5 set into each the four-note groupings is factored into the analysis of the four-note 
section. 
 
 

Score Errata 
 In working on this analysis several minor note errors have come to attention. The 
first is on page six of the score in the saxophone part.  
 
The second and third notes are erroneously marked as an F-flat to E-natural; in the actual  
saxophone part it is correctly marked as F-natural to E-flat.  
 
The last note in the piano part at Letter E, is a G-natural, not an F-natural as marked. 
Notice that every time this repeats it is a G-natural. 
 
In the piano part four measures before Letter K, the A-natural in the left hand tenor voice 
should be an A-flat. The source for this is where this part repeats two measures before 
Letter K. 
 
A minor typesetting error is in the saxophone part on page 3. There is a final ending 
measure printed just before the page turn. It should be a regular bar line. 
 
In the score, seven measures after Letter L, the saxophone part is marked as an E-natural 
on beat 5 of this 6/8 measure. This is actually a C1 below, and is correct in the actual 
saxophone part. 
 
In the eighth measure of Letter L, the first note in the left hand of the piano part should be 
an E-flat, not an E-natural. 
 
In the ninth measure of Letter L, the 5th beat of the saxophone part should be an A-sharp, 
not an A-natural. It is correctly marked in the actual saxophone part. 
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At Letter N, in the right hand of the piano should be A-flat, D-natural, and E-flat, not A-
flat, D-flat, E-natural as marked in the score. This must be a typesetting error, and this 
change continues the 6-Z33 set precedent. 
 
At Letter O is the most contentious of errors. I believe that the right hand piano notes 
marked as E-natural, A-natural, D-natural, are all missing flats. By changing these three 
notes to E-flat, A-flat, D-flat, the chord realizes the 6-Z38 set that would be expected 
here. To leave these three notes as natural creates a quartal sound that is uncharacteristic 
of all the chordal sounds presented in the work to this point. A case could be made that 
this was intentional, but this breaks sharply with the degree of control and organization 
used throughout Sisyphus 1971. It sounds better to my ear using the concert D-flat found 
in the saxophone part.  
 
Three measures from the end of the piece there is a missing treble clef, just before beat 5 
in the right hand of the piano part. Just below it in the left hand on beat four, the bass note 
C-natural should be marked as C-sharp.  
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Appendix 1: 
3-5:3-9 Conversional Network 
This network is possible because 3-5 and 3-9 sets share the Perfect 4th/5th interval, allowing a 3-9 set to be placed in between four 3-5 sets, and adjacent to the other two double-common-tone 3-9 transformations. The 
horizontal ‘U3’ 3-9 transformations are intertwined with four vertical 3-5 transformations, each pair of which is Tf5 related.  The 3-9 sets are surrounded by their four 3-5 conversions.  The conversions (angled down/up 
and left to right) between the top 3-5 row and the central 3-9 sets alternate ‘L4’ and ‘U1.’  The conversions (angled up/down and left to right) between the bottom 3-5 row and the central 3-9  sets alternate ‘L1’ and ‘U4.’  
Note that horizontal motion between 3-5 sets only retains one common tone, and that this networks lacks four of the 3-5 transformations, and only the Tf5 is retained.  Around the + signs are four double-common-tone 
cliques that share the same two common tones.  The 3-5 sets at Conversion 0, 12, and 24 are adjacent transformations. 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
 (all lines, slashes, and ‘+’ signs indicate directional movement only) 
 
Appendix 2: 
The 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 
The deficiency of the 3-5:3-9 Conversional Network above is that it does not incorporate the original 3-5 set and all five of its transformations.  Notice all six of the original 3-5 sets in bold font: by layering two 
conversion networks, this problem is alleviated, as all of the 3-5 transformations are incorporated through either adjacent double-common-tone motion or transformational exchange, either along the 3-5 vertices or a 3-5 
diagonal (i.e. interior 3-5:Gb,G,C to exterior 3-5:F,Gb,C).  Also the 3-5:3-9 conversions are completely integrated into the network.  From top to bottom the layers alternate 3-5 and 3-9.  On the vertical. 3-5 sets align in 
four-set transformational groupings.  The central pairs of 3-5 sets (running left to right) have tritone common-tones, and therefore cannot share a related 3-9 conversion.  Vertically the 3-9 sets are tritone transpositions, 
reflecting the tritone relations of the central 3-5 pair.  
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 
 
This double conversion network generates all six-note sets made of 3-9 and 3-5 sets, alone or in combination.  6-Z6, 6-Z38, 6-33,6-18, 6-32, and 6-Z48, are all generated by consecutive transformations and/or conversions 
in this 3-5:3-9 double conversion network, and other than two minor exceptions (sets not generated with 3-5 or 3-9 subsets), encompasses all of the six-note sets that are used in William Latham’s Sisyphus 1971.  The 3-
5:3-9 double conversion network has several symmetries.  Notice at the 12th conversion that the original four-sets of vertical 3-5’s return inverted; this becomes a nodal point in the network and demonstrates how any set 
is essentially in two places at once.  Also interesting is the amount of half step transposition among diagonal sets.  For example the diagonal relations between the two 3-9 horizontal sets move in descending half steps 
moving left to right.  Interior to exterior diagonal 3-5 sets descend chromatically from left to right.  The exterior 3-5 sets do the same along either of the exterior diagonal, and the interior 3-5 sets move chromatically on 
their interior diagonals. 
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Appendix 3: 
6-Z32 Homogeneous Set Pathway Appearances on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 

Order of Appearance: 1.   (Bb,Eb,Ab)/(Db,Gb,B)  2.    (F,Bb,Eb)/Ab,Db,Gb) 3.  (A,D,G)/(C,F,Bb)   4. (Ab,Db,Gb)/(B,E,A)    
        (E,A,D)/(G,C,F) 
 
6-Z32 sets branch out along a central six-set coupling (marked in boxes).  Notice how the exterior pink/orange and blue/yellow sets are adjacent.  
 
Appendix 4: 
6-Z6 Homogeneous Set Pathway Appearances on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 
 
Order of Appearance:   1. (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb)    2.  (E,F,Bb)/(Ab,A,Eb)       3.  (Eb,E,A)/(G,A.D)       4.   (Bb,B,E)/(D,Eb,A)      5.   (Ab,A,D)/(C,Db,G)      6.  (G,Ab,Db)/(B,C,Gb)         7.  (A,Bb.Eb)/(D b,D,Ab)        8. (F,Gb,B)/(A,Bb,E) 
 
                                                        Set Associations 
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Appendix 5: 
6-Z38 Homogeneous-Hybrid Set Pathways on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 
  
Order of Appearance:1. (A,D,G)/(Ab,Db,Gb)      2. (D,G,C)/(Db,Gb,B)  3. (B,C,G)/(Db,D,G)    
 
                                                   Potential                        6-Z38 7-SET REGION                     MOST EFFICIENT PATH USING 3-5 EXCHANGES     
              INEFFICIENT PATH                    Nest Sets                              (Db,D,G)/(B,C,Gb) – 3-5 homogeneous      
                 (Db,D,G)/(B,C,Gb) – 
        (3-5 homogeneous, no exchanges)      Associations          
 
Appendix 6: 
6-Z38 Homogeneous-Hybrid Set Pathway Appearances on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network – Ctd. 
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 
Association      Set Coupling          3-5 Exchanges  

  1.  (A,D,G)/(Ab,Db,Gb)      2. (D,G,C)/(Db,Gb,B)  3. (B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G)       4. (B
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Appendix 7: 
6-18 Hybrid Set Pathway Appearances on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F     +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,D

b
,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 

 

Order of Appearance:   1. (Bb,Eb,Ab)/(Db,D,G)          2.  (Eb,E,Bb)/(A,D,G)      3.  (B,C,F)/(Ab,Db,Gb)      4.  (C,Db,G)/(Gb,B,E)      5.  (G,C,F)/(D,Eb,Ab)      6.  (E,F,Bb)/(Db,Gb,B)      7.  (Gb,G,Db)/(C,F,Bb) 

  8.   (A,Bb,E)/(Eb,Ab,Db)        9.   (C,F,Bb)/(Db,D,G)    10.  (D,Eb,A)/(Ab,Db,Gb)      11.  (Bb,B,E)/(G,C,F)      12.  (Bb,B,F)/(E,A,D)   13. (Eb,Ab,Db)/(Gb,G,C)  14.  (D,Eb,Ab)/(B,E,A)    15.  (F,Bb,Eb)/(B,C,Gb)    16.  (G,Ab,Db)/(E,A,D) 
            Set                  3-5 Exchanges 
    Association                                               Coupling 
 
 
Appendix 8: 
6-Z33 Hybrid Set Pathway Appearances on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |    /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 
 
Order of Appearance:   1.   (B,C,F)/(A,D,G)        2.  (Eb,E,Bb)/(Ab,Db,Gb)       3.  (Bb,B,E)/(Ab,Db,Gb)     4. (D,Eb,A)/(G,C,F)         5.  (C,Db,Gb)/(Bb,Eb,Ab)    6. (G,C,F)/(A,Bb,Eb)        7. (Db,D,A)/(Gb,B,E)      8.  (Eb,E,A)/(Db,Gb,B) 
   9.  (Ab,A,D)/(G,C,F)    10.  (G,Ab,D)/(C,F,Bb)      11. (C,F,Bb)/(Db,Eb,Ab)   12.  (B,E,A)/(Gb,G,Db)    13.  (Eb,Ab,Db)/(F,Gb,B)   14.  (A,Bb,E)/(Db,Gb,B)    15. (Ab,A,Eb)/(Db,Gb,B)   16. (E,F,Bb)/(D,G,C) 
 
  Association              Coupling  
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Appendix 9: Three-Note Set Nesting Regions on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 
 
 
6-18 Regions                                                                    6-Z38 Regions 

 
 
 
Appendix 10: Sisyphus 1971 Six-Note Set Regional Shapes on the 3-5:3-9 Double Conversion Network 
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 
 
 
6-18 Region Shapes    6-Z38 Region Shapes         6-Z33 Shapes                 6-18 Region Shapes       6-Z32 Region Shapes    6-Z6 Region Shapes  
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Appendix 11: Six-Note Sets in Order of Appearance in Sisyphus 1971  
 
3-5    3-9    3-5     3-9      3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9    3-5    3-9  3-5    3-9   3-5    3-9   3-5     3-9   3-5   3-9    3-5    3-9   3-5   3-9  3-5    3-9     3-5 
Con. 0      1        2        3         4        5       6        7       8       9     10     11    12      13    14      15     16    17     18      19    20    21    22     23       24/0 
3-5:   C,Db,G             F,Gb,C                Bb,B,F            Eb,E,Bb           Ab,A,Eb         Db,D,Ab      Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb           E,F,B           A,Bb,E          D,Eb,A            G,Ab,D            C,Db,G 
        /     |     \            /     |     \             /      |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:       +    G,C,F         +      C,F,Bb          +      F,Bb,Eb   +     Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db  +   Ab,Db,Gb +    Db,Gb,B     +     Gb,B,E    +     B,E,A    +     E,A,D   +      A,D,G    +      D,G,C       +   
        \     |     /           \      |     /           \        |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:  Gb,G,C               B,C,F                 E,F,Bb           A,Bb,Eb           D,Eb,Ab         G,Ab,Db      (C,Db,Gb)         F,Gb,B            Bb,B,E          Eb,E,A          Ab,A,D          Db,D,G              Gb,G,C 
           |  CENTER  |    LINE       |                 | CENTER  |  LINE     |               |  CENTER |   LINE     |                |                |                 |                   | 
3-5:  (C,Db,Gb)           F,Gb,B               Bb,B,E            Eb,E,A            Ab,A,D         Db,D,G        Gb,G,C             B,C,F              E,F,Bb         A,Bb,Eb         D,Eb,Ab          G,Ab,Db           (C,Db,Gb) 
         /     |     \           /      |     \             /     |      \         /     |     \          /     |    \         /     |    \        /     |     \          /      |     \         /     |     \          /   |      \        /    |      \         /     |    \             /     | 
3-9:        +     Db,Gb,B     +      Gb,B,E       +     B,E,A     +      E,A,D     +     A,D,G   +   D,G,C    +      G,C,F      +     C,F,Bb     +     F,Bb,Eb     +    Bb,Eb,Ab   +    Eb,Ab,Db    +    Ab,Db,Gb    + 
         \     |     /           \      |     /           \       |      /        \      |     /          \     |     /        \     |    /       \      |      /        \       |      /       \      |     /         \    |      /       \     |      /         \     |     /            \     | 
3-5:   Gb,G,Db             B,C,Gb                E,F,B            A,Bb,E            D,Eb,A          G,Ab,D        C,Db,G            F,Gb,C           Bb.B,F          Eb,E,Bb         Ab,A,Eb           Db,D,Ab            Gb,G,Db 
 
  1. 6-Z6    (B,C,F)/(Eb,E,Bb)     2. 6-Z38 (A,D,G)/(Ab,Db,Gb)  3. 6-Z6      (E,F,Bb)/(Ab,A,Eb)    4. 6-Z38  (D,G,C)/(Db,Gb,B)    5. 6-Z38  (B,C,Gb)/(Db,D,G)  6. 6-Z6 (Eb,E,A)/(G,Ab,D) 
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